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Foreword

Foreword
even after 20 years of existence of the un Convention on the rights of the Child (1989) and three
world Congresses1, the problem of Commercial sexual exploitation of Children (CseC) still exists.
According to unicef an estimated 1.8 million children were exploited through prostitution and pornography, and
1.2 million were victims of trafficking in the year 2000.2
the international training course „youth Combating sexual exploitation” and its subsequent outcome
„dare to be Aware - Activities and Methods for working with young people on the topic of commercial sexual
exploitation of children”, were aimed at contributing to the active participation of young people in the
combat against CseC, as well as the protection of children from csec. the training course from 15th to
18th october 2009 in vienna was initiated by the committee for youth Action (cyA) of ecpAt Austria and
brought together 20 young people from six european ecpAt and affiliated youth groups fighting against
sexual exploitation and for the promotion of children’s rights. they shared their best practices and expertise on methods in youth work. A selection of these best practice methods can be found in this book.
the chosen methods include discussions, brainstorming, interactive games, theatrical activities, role plays,
educational and creative workshops as well as evaluation methods and questionnaires on the various subjects of csec.
the eCpat network consists of 82 groups in 75 countries, among which many have youth groups.
in europe and cis3 there are twenty- five ecpAt groups, twenty of which have youth groups and /or national youth representatives4. there further exist several regional youth representatives, which together
with a youth representative to the ecpAt international Board, form the eicyAc (ecpAt international child and
youth Advisory committee).
the training and its outcomes were only made possible through the past years’ involvement and cooperation
within the ecpAt (end child prostitution, child pornography And trafficking in children for sexual purposes) youth
network. through this experience the youth network in europe was able to form and strengthen. the good
collaboration is displayed in the effective training, from which this qualitative publication is an outcome.
together we fight against the commercial sexual exploitation of children (csec) and their active participation!
we hope that this book of methods is a contribution towards involving and training even more children
and young people in an interesting, interactive and professional way on the topic of csec. have fun!
The activities and methods have been partly taken from other sources, in the original form, but also adapted
to the specific context of CSEC and youth work. When the source was known, we made sure to include it.
Unfortunately not all the sources were available; therefore we would like to apologize to anybody who feels
violated in their rights as creators of a specific activity. We would be happy to mention you also as a source.
Please contact youth@ecpat.at !
An online version of the handbook can be found on the ecpAt Austria homepage in the section
«Materialien»: http://www.ecpat.at

to find more information on the three world congresses and their outcomes see www.ecpat.net
see unicef, inter-parliamentary union, eliminating violence against children, handbook for parlamiantarians
3
cis= commonwealth of independent states
4
to get more information on the good practices and structure of some of these participating youth groups, as well as other youth groups and movements in
the ecpAt network on combating the sexual exploitation of children in europe and cis see ecpAt international (2008): Booklet on the development and best
practices of 10 youth movements within ecpAt groups in western and eastern europe&cis. ecpAt international, Bangkok
1
2
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introduCtion
this book of methods was created by young people for young people. its content was collected, designed
and adapted during a four day youth meeting (“youth combating sexual exploitation: Best practice and
information sharing”) in vienna of young people from ecpAt groups and affiliates in europe (for more
information on the youth groups and the ecpAt network see the appendix).
it contains methods for peer to peer education (see factbox 1) on the topic of commercial sexual
exploitation of children6 (csec). the methods and activities are designed for peer trainers, who can use them
to design and hold youth trainings on the topic of csec.

peer to peer eduCation
peer education is the process whereby well-trained and motivated young people undertake
informal or organized educational activities with their peers.
A peer is a person who belongs to the same social group as another person or group. the social group may
be based on age, sex, sexual orientation, occupation, socio-economic or health status, and other factors.

a. Contents oF the Book

FACTBOX 1

the approach is an easy into the topic approach, which means that the “hard” topic of commercial sexual
exploitation and its different forms such as child prostitution7, child sex tourism, child pornography and child
trafficking8 are introduced through a child rights approach. therefore this book contains not only methods on
the topics of csec as such, but also on broader topics like children’s rights, gender and new media.

Chapter 1 focuses on energizers, getting to know each other activities, as well as methods to do an
effective pre- and after evaluation.
Chapter 2 contains various methods on how to introduce the topic of children’s rights. in an interactive
manner the methods introduce the un convention on the rights of the child and its articles.
Chapter 3 introduces the topic commercial sexual exploitation of children (csec) in its different forms
and gives facts and figures that can be seen as background knowledge to any training. it then goes on with
various methods to all the forms of csec.
Chapter 4 gives some theoretical background knowledge on gender issues as well as examples of
methods in order to start discussing this important topic in a group.
Chapter 5 contains some methods you can use for all csec related topics.
Chapter 6 is enriching our rigid thinking of how to conduct youth trainings and workshops with some
methods an activism. these can be used in a workshop, but also the workshop can be used to plan further
activities on the streets.
the appendix contains all longer worksheets for the methods of the book (short worksheets can be found
directly after the method), a child friendly version of the crc, many important addresses and sources for
further research and support, a description of all participating youth organisations on this book, a pattern to
plan a workshop session and last but not least some advice how to stay motivated in youth work.
5

6
7

8

the content of the fact box is taken from: youth peer education network (2005):youth peer education toolkit. training of trainers Manual. united nations
population fund. usA, pp. 12-13
the term child is defined as in Article 1 of the un convention on the rights of the child and refers to any person up to the age of 18.
this manual uses the term “child prostitution“ as per the un conventions’ language. still the writing organizations feel that this term is problematic to the
extent that it can blur the distinction between prostitution as a voluntary sexual service for money between two adults on the one hand, and the commercial
sexual exploitation of children in prostitution on the other. the term “child prostitution“ bears the danger of trivializing this serious crime, as well as of
discrediting the legal sex work.
the term “child trafficking” will include all the different forms, whether the focus lies on the exploitation, remuneration or consideration aspect.
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B. symBols
to make the use of the book easier, fact boxes, explaining important topics in a short and easy manner and
symbols have been used throughout the book.

the symBols used are:
CloCk

the clock indicates methods that need more time (more than 20 minutes)

BulB

the light bulb shows you very important information and facts (factboxes)

eCpat

the ecpAt logo you will find with methods that can be adapted
to more than just one csec subject.

Brain

the brain shows you methods where a lot of thinking needs to be done

mass

the symbol with many people stands for methods which are suited for a larger
number of participants (for example more than 10 participants)

little

the symbol tells you which methods you can use (maybe with
some adaptions) for smaller groups (for example groups of 5 people)

run

these methods need a lot of physical activity, so be prepared
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key ethiCal issues on youth partiCipation
some key ethical issues have to be taken into consideration in every training/ workshop etc. where you
as a child or young person are involved, or, if you organise a project/training etc. where children/young
people participate you should be very aware of these things too and communicate them to the young
participants. these issues are:
the organizers of the event need to inform you of the purpose of the assessment and what will be
done with the information generated
you need to give your consent regarding your participation and no one can make this obligatory
for you. every action of yours has to be voluntary. if you are still a minor, your parents or caregivers
need to give consent for your participation

FACTBOX 2
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do not forget that you are allowed to step out of the project at any moment if you feel uncomfortable/
overwhelmed/etc.
the organizations as well as the adult participants need to create an environment where you will
feel pleasant and respected. if you feel uncomfortable at the training due to the participant’s
attitudes towards you, you should speak with the focal person or your regional youth representative
and try to overcome this situation. the organizers have the obligation to provide you with
psycho – social support if you need it.
sometimes these issues can be very hard and disturbing, so facing them in a group of professionals
is not an easy thing to do. it is normal if you feel that you need support after that or any kind of
debriefing and to ask for this!
the organizers of the training have to ensure equal opportunities for children to be involved as
well as ensuring that the perspectives of children are respected and treated as equally valid as other
stakeholders’.
even if you decide not to be part of the analyzing process, you can ask the organizers of the training
to share with you the impact assessments’ findings.
source: kreissl, Marion/petrovic, Milica (2008): child and youth participation (cyp) in the trafficking iv
project 2007- 2008. project youth report, vienna/Belgrade, p.22
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1. getting-to-know-eaCh-other aCtivities,
energizer games, evaluation methods

iCeBreakers, energizers, and warm-ups...
the following games are very important and effective methods to get the group activities started and
keep up attention.
getting to know each other games not only help the group to strengthen their sense of unity, they
can also help you to evaluate the group structure right in the beginning. icebreakers, also known as
warm-ups, can be used at the beginning of every session, however they can be used as “energizers”
at different times as well.
depending on the size and age of the group you can find many different warm-up activities. warm-ups
also encourage participation of the whole group, which can build a team spirit within the group. whether
it is an entertaining game or a concentration exercise, these exercises always fit.

FACTBOX 3

in the following chapter, we collected methods for energizers, getting to know each other activities and
evaluation methods.

using energizers between exercises avoid people from getting tired of just sitting, listening and
concentrating on something. try to do some adequate energizers once in a while, especially after (lunch-)
breaks. people will often tell you, that they are not willing to move or do “stupid games” but you will see,
they will have much fun and be more motivated afterwards.

a) getting to know eaCh other games
«YOU TOO?»
Intention

warming-up, getting to know each other

Duration

At least 10 minutes

Number of
participants
Resources
Activity

Variation
Source

>7
chairs (one chair less than the number of participants)
the facilitator stands in the middle of the circle and names one characteristic, which is
true for him/her. for example: “i have blue eyes., i have a sister., i like rock music. etc.)
those who have this characteristic have to change their seats with another person, who
has this characteristic. while they are changing places the facilitator tries to find a new
seat for him or her. the person who stays standing suggests the new characteristic.
if the chair to the right is free, the participants, who don’t have the same
characteristics, have to take this place.
press norway
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«NEWSPAPER»
Intention

getting to know each other

Duration

At least 10 minutes

Material

newspaper

Number of
participants
Resources

>6
chairs, a newspaper

Activity

All participants sit in a circle and the facilitator tries to hit the person with a newspaper,
whose name is called by another participant. the called-on person has to shout the
name of another participant before he/she is hit: if he/she manages, the facilitator goes
to the person named; if not – he/she becomes the facilitator.

Variation

instead of the names you can also use names of i.e. fruits or stars, each participant
chose before.

Source

press norway

«GORDIAN KNOT»
Intention

getting to know each other without words

Duration

until the knot is untied

Number of
participants

>6

Activity

All participants stand in a circle, close their eyes and go ahead to the centre of the circle
with their hands outstretched, trying to find two other hands. the facilitator makes sure
that no one has free hands. when everyone has found two hands the participants open
their eyes and have to untie the knot without losing the hands they are holding.

Source

source: cyA Austria

«NAME GAME»
Intention

remembering names, getting to know each other without words

Duration

until all balloons burst

Number of
participants
Resources

>7
room, balloons, marker pens

Activity

every participant writes his or her name on a balloon and lays it in the middle of the
room. the facilitator chooses a balloon and tries to burst it by hugging the named person
with the balloon in between the two people. when they are finished the person becomes
the facilitator and chooses the next partner..

Source

cyA Austria
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«STAND UP»
Intention

warming-up, getting to know each other

Duration

At least 10 minutes

Number of
participants
Activity
Variation
Source

>2
the facilitator names some characteristics or makes some statements (e.g. “i like to
travel”) and the participants split into two groups depending on if they agree or disagree.
people stand up or stay seated, depending on whether they agree or disagree.
cyA Austria

«DRILL WITH NAMES»
Intention

warming-up, getting to know each other

Duration

At least 10 minutes

Number of
participants
Activity
Variation
Source

>2
the facilitator names some characteristics or makes some statements (e.g. “i like to
travel”) and the participants split into two groups depending on if they agree or disagree.
people stand up or stay seated, depending on whether they agree or disagree.
cyA Austria

«NET OF WOOL»
Intention

remembering names

Duration

10 minutes

Resource

Ball of wool

Number of
participants

>6

Activity

the group stands in a circle. somebody starts by saying his/her name, holding the end
of the ball of wool. then he/she throws the ball to somebody else by calling the name of
the person who he/she is throwing the ball to. first this person has to repeat the name
of the person he got the ball from; then he/she has to say his/her own name and then
the name of the person he/she is throwing the ball to. every person has to repeat all
the names mentioned before and continue on until all the people have been called and
are holding on to the wool - a net is made in the middle of the circle. it is important that
before throwing the ball, you take hold of the string of wool.

Source

www.salto-youth.net/find-a-tool/
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«ROW OF CHAIRS»
Intention

warming-up

Duration

10 minutes

Resource
Number of
participants

one chair for each person
>4

Activity

put chairs in a long row and ask the participants to stand on one of them.
Ask them to stand in a certain order, without touching the ground.
e.g.: - Alphabetical order - By hair length - size of their feet

Source

www.salto-youth.net/find-a-tool/

«BALL OF NAMES»
Intention

getting to know each other, warming-up

Duration

10 minutes

Resource

(small) Ball

Number of
participants

>4

Activity

first of all, you form a circle with the participants. then….
1/ everybody tells his/her own name and throws the ball to somebody else - it is very
important that everybody remembers from whom he/she received the ball and to whom
he/she sent it to;
2/ after 2 times doing this, there is a third round where each participant should tell the
name of the person he/she is throwing the ball to (instead of telling his/her own name);
3/ then there is a fourth round where the person who throws the ball says the name of
the person who receives it, runs and takes the place of this person and sits on the floor;

Source

www.salto-youth.net/find-a-tool/
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B) energizers, warm-ups, iCe Breakers
«VIKINGS»
Intention

warming-up

Duration

At least 10 minutes

Number of
participants

> 10

Activity

All participants stand in a circle and the facilitator tells one participant which activity to
do out of the following list with his/her neighbours in the circle:
elephant (the two neighbouring participants make a circle with their hands, holding
their hands, with the named person in the middle (to build the ears of the elephant)
and the named participant makes a long nose with his/her hands)
toaster (the two neighbouring participants make a circle again and the named
participant jumps inside the circle)
viking (the two neighbouring participants pretend to paddle and the named participant
shouts like a viking and has to put his or her hands next to his/her ears and waggle)
Mixer (the two neighbouring participants make a circle and the named participant has
to go in circles inside the circle formed by the others)
the participant who makes a mistake takes the place of the facilitator.

Source

cyA Austria

«SINGING SHERIFF»
Intention

warming-up

Duration

until one person is left (5 to 10 minutes)

Number of
participants

>6

Activity

participants stand in a circle, the facilitator tells someone a word and the two people
next to this participant have to state a song containing this word. the one who states
a song last or the one who doesn’t say anything is out. the person in the middle has to
crouch down. if the two people can’t remember anything and someone who is out can,
this participant can return to the circle.

Source

press norway
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«CLAPPING CAR»
Intention

warming-up

Duration

5 to 10 minutes

Setting
Number of
participants

standing in a circle, in an empty room
Minimum 5

Activity

participants stand in a circle and let a clap go round, by clapping in each others hands
looking at their neighbour, then in the next round add a zoom sound to each clap and
slow down or speed up (like a car would slow down or speed up) the claps and the
sound of his/her voice while saying zoom. then introduce the break-sound to make the
clap-car slow down.

Source

lefevre, dale: das kleine Buch der neuen spiele. verlag an der ruhr, p.30.

«TABLE-CLAP»
Intention

turning the brain off

Duration

5 to 10 minutes

Setting
Number of
participants

circle around the table (or on the floor)
5 - 25

Activity

everybody sits in a circle and places his/her hands on the table between the hands of
the neighbours. check if everybody has one hand crossed above and one hand crossed
below the hand of the neighbour. the clap goes around, one hand after the other in
the circle claps, everyone clapping once on the table. if a person claps twice the clap
changes the direction. (if it is a good group you can add: if a person claps three times it
means skipping the neighbour’s hand and continuing in the same direction.) if someone
claps wrong or lifts the hand without clapping, the hand has to be removed. the winner
is whose hand is left at the end.

Source

Austria

«ZIPP ZAPP BOING»
Intention

warming-up

Duration

5 to 10 minutes

Number of
participants

>6

Activity

participants stand in a circle. there are three movements, which go around.
“zipp” (turn your palm to your neighbour saying “zipp”, now it is his/her turn),
“zApp” (turn your palm to the person opposite to you saying “zApp”, now it is his/her
turn), “Boing” (turn your palm to somebody else saying “Boing” to fend the movement,
which then goes back to the “sending” person who has to continue).

Source

press norway
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«GUESSING PRESIDENTS»
Intention

warming-up

Duration

10-15 minutes

Number of
participants
Resources

>6
flipchart

Activity

there are 3 participants which act like presidents. the other participants have to find
out which president they are by asking them questions. the presidents just can say yes
or no and draw (e.g. his wife, his/her interests, characteristics of his/her country).

Source

youth ecpAt netherlands

«WHAT ME?»
Intention

warming-up

Duration

At least 10 minutes

Number of
participants

>6
All participants stand in a circle and perform this dialog: “you!” – “what me?” –
“yes, you!” -”no, it’s not me! it’s her/him” one participant starts saying “you!” at
another participant, the other says “what me?” and they continue the dialogue. then
the person who was the second person in the dialogue has to look at another person
of the group and says “you!”, and so on. if a participant says something wrong, he or
she receives a dot on his/her face. the important thing is to be enthusiastic, show talent
for acting (like trying out different moods and pitches of the voice).

Source

cyA Austria, tdu wien: www.tdu-wien.at

«NOW?»
Intention

warming-up

Duration

5-10 minutes

Resources
Number of
participants

chair for every participant
>6

Activity

All participants build a circle with their chairs and they stand behind it. the chairs only
stand on their forelegs and the back is held with one hand. when the facilitator calls
“now”, every participant has to unhand his or her own chair and try to catch the chair
of the person next to him or her with the same hand. when somebody can’t do this, he
or she is out and the chair is removed.

Source

cyA Austria
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«SIT DOWN»
Intention

group dynamic

Duration

At least 5 minutes

Number of
participants

>6

Activity

All participants are standing in a closed circle. then they have to try to sit down on the
lap of the person behind them without falling down on the floor.

Source

cyA Austria

«PENGUIN ISLANDS»
Intention

team-building

Duration

depends on the size of the group, at least 5 minutes

Resource
Number of
participants

newspaper/paper
5-6

Activity

split the group into groups of five or six people. each group stands on an island made of
newspapers. tell this story: islands are icebergs; the participants are penguins - in the
sea there are sharks so they have to stay on the island by all means. then the weather
starts getting warmer and the leaders start tearing off pieces of newspapers so that the
islands become smaller and smaller. continue as much as you can.

Source

www.salto-youth.net/find-a-tool/

«TURNING THE CARPET»
Intention

team-building

Duration

depends on the size of the group, at least 5 minutes

Resource
Number of
participants

carpet
5-6

Activity

the participants stand on a small carpet. they have to turn the carpet round with everyone standing on it. if somebody touches the ground, they have to start all over again.

Source

www.salto-youth.net/find-a-tool/
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«COMMUNICATION TRAIN»
Intention
Duration
Resource
Number of
participants
Activity

Source

calming down, team building
At least 2 runs
chairs, paper, pencil
>4
line up a row of chairs behind each other, like a train. the participants take a seat so
everyone is looking to the front. the person sitting in the very front, without somebody
in front of him/her, has some paper and a pencil. only the person in the back is shown
a picture, which he has to draw on the back of the person in front of him. the second
person draws the picture on the back of the third, the third on the back of the fourth, and
so on until the person in front is reached. now he has to draw the picture on his back
on the paper. Afterwards there are three questions to focus on: how did you feel without
being able to talk? do you think feedback is important? did you feel responsible for the
group when receiving and interpreting the message?
www.salto-youth.net/find-a-tool/

C) evaluation methods
«COLOUR-EVALUATION»
Intention
Duration
Number of
participants
Resources
Activity
Variation
Source

reflection on the participants’ feelings
10 – 15 min.
2 - 25
colours (crayons, balloons …)
Make a seated circle and put crayons in the middle of the circle. everyone chooses a colour
reflecting his/her mood and explain to the others why he or she had chosen this colour.
Also possible with different toy animals, which you put in the middle of the circle.
cyA Austria

«HANDS EVALUATION»
Intention
Duration
Number of
participants
Resources
Activity

Source

reflection on the workshop
10 – 15 min.
2 -50
1 sheet of paper per person
you draw a hand on a paper. then you ask the participants to write what they think about
the workshop into the fingers on the paper. you start with the thumb: there, they should
write good things about the workshop, next finger: what do you want to point out, middle
finger: what was not that good, ring finger: what will i take with me home and little finger:
what came short. then collect everything and ask the participants to reflect with the others.
cyA Austria
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«FLOOR CONVERSATION»
Intention

collecting feelings, ideas, notions

Duration

15 – 20 min.

Number of
participants
Resources

>2
poster, crayons, (music)

Activity

place a big sheet of paper and some pens in the middle of the circle. each participant
can write down his/her opinion about the activity in silence. After that, the participants
can read the opinions of the others and make comments or write questions. this is a
written activity, which happens in silence. quiet background music is recommended.

Source

www.salto-youth.net/find-a-tool/

«THE NEWS»
Intention

summarize impressions and experiences

Duration

15 – 20 min.

Number of
participants
Resources

2 - 20
poster, crayons, (music)

Activity

the group is divided into subgroups. each group has to make a tv news report about
the past activity, day, course...

Source

www.salto-youth.net/find-a-tool/

«GROUP EVALUATION»
Intention

what was good / what was bad

Duration

15 – 20 min.

Number of
participants
Resources

2 - 20
poster, crayons, (music)

Activity

divide participants in groups of 4 people. every group gets a green and a red card. on
the green card they should collect things that were good and on the red card things
they didn’t dAre to Be AwAre – Activities and Methods for working with young people
on the topic of commercial sexual exploitation of children like during the workshop.
Afterwards one person of each group presents their results to the others.

Source

www.salto-youth.net/find-a-tool/
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2. Child rights
in the following chapter, you can find several activities on child rights. As already mentioned in the beginning, this manual is based on an “easy into the topic” child rights approach. this means that we start the
topic of csec with an introduction or method on child rights, especially when working with younger groups.
from our experience this is a useful start to work on a csec topic.

«POSTCARDS»
Intention

getting to know children’s rights (by the means of the crc)

Duration

At least 10-15 minutes

Number of
participants

Minimum 4

Resources

postcards – „children’s rights“ (see Appendix; the postcards were made by an eastern
european ecpAt group (ukraine) and painted by youth), 1 copy of the crc for each group

Activity

the participants should look at the postcards and guess which right is described on
the card. As soon as the team knows which right is described they should act it out for
the other groups in a pantomimic way and the other teams have to guess which right
is described.
Alternative (if you have less time): Ask if the participants did know these rights from the
crc before and inform about the crc.

Variation

instead of just guessing which right is described on the card, one or two participants of
each group can already act the right out for their teammates. once the other teammates
have guessed the right, they perform it for the other groups.

Source

cyA; the postcards “our rights” have been printed by the Ministry of foreign Affairs of
slovenia for the ukraine with support of the osce.

the un convention on the rights of the child (crc) has existed since the 20th november 1989 and
was ratified by all un member states except for usA and somalia. there are 54 articles, which aim to
guarantee a worldwide protection of all children aged 0-18. the convention includes for example the
right to health, the right to education and the right to free time.
the three guiding principles of the convention are non-discrimination (Article 2), Best interests of the
child (Article 3), the right to life, survival and development (Article 6) and the respect for the views of the
child (Article 12)
two optional protocols to the convention were adopted on the 25th of May 2000. the first restricts
the involvement of children in military conflicts, and the second prohibits the sale of children, child
prostitution and child pornography. Both protocols have been ratified by more than 120 states.

FACTBOX 4

the Convention on the rights oF the Child

for More inforMAtion visit: www.crin.org-the Child rights information network
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«DESIRES AND NEEDS OF CHILDREN»
Intention

participants explore basic needs and rights of children. participants should realize that
there is a difference between desires and basic needs.

Duration

30-40 Minutes

Resources

teams of 2-4 people
24 desire and needs-cards (see Appendix)
As an alternative, the facilitators can paint the cards themselves (right to: clean water,
a nutritious meal, tv, protection from discrimination, education, medical supply, to say
your opinion, sweets, travelling/vacation, a bike, an own room, money as much as you
can spend, an ipod, play grounds, dressy clothes, protection from maltreatment and
neglect, computer, clean air, possibility to exercise your religion, an acceptable shelter)

Preparation

desires and needs cards are copied and cut out. each group receives a set of cards.

Introduction

in country x a new government is established. they want to fulfil the desires and basic
needs of the youth. the cards represent a list of the desires and needs made by youth
representatives. the participants should complete the list with their own beliefs. the
group should agree on 4 additional points, which they should write on the cards.

Game

there is a sad announcement to the groups that only 16 out of 24 points from the
list can be fulfilled by the new government, due to political and financial reasons. the
groups have to decide which 8 points they can do without. these cards are returned.
Afterwards there is another announcement that the groups need to abandon 8 other
points from their list. the cards are put away.

Questions for
discussion

which desires/needs were most commonly abandoned in the first round? why?
were the eliminations more difficult on the second time? if yes, why?
did you have disagreements concerning the elimination of the points? concerning
which points and why?
which desires/needs were maintained? why?
what is the difference between desires and needs?
which points from the list belong to desires and which belong to needs?
Are needs and desires different for different people? why? (why not?)
further exploring the topic: the facilitator explains that the basic needs sometimes
are described as „rights“. But not every need corresponds to a right. A right can be described as a matter that should be owned by a person because of fairness and justice.
the person should be able to act in accordance to the right.

Source

www.salto-youth.net/find-a-tool/

FACTBOX 5

Number of
participants

working in groups
for the work in small groups, the division in groups of three persons is evidentially the best composition
to assure maximum involvement of everyone as well as the best mutual inspiration.v
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«CONVENTION ON THE RIGHTS OF THE CHILD AS A PUZZLE»
Intention

to examine the articles of the crc in depth, reflect on legal expressions (as they are in
the crc)

Duration

At least 15 min.

Number of
participants

> 2 small groups (2-4 participants)

Resources

crc per person9, one pattern of the crc per group and all articles (cut) once per group
to stick them in the pattern. glue, Marker.

Activity

participants form small groups (2 – 4 persons each group) and are asked to read the
titles of each Article of the convention and try to find the respective texts and stick
the correct titles on the paper. when every article got the text, the participants discuss
in plenum what was difficult, which rights were difficult to allocate. After this every
participant gets a complete convention on the rights of the child.

Source

cyA Austria

«CRC CLUSTERING CARDS»
Intention

to encourage young people to examine the articles of the crc in depth, and to reflect on
the different types of rights it deals with.

Duration

at least 15 min.

Number of
participants
Setting

9
10

> 10
room with possibility to move freely

Resources

copies of the crc, 36 clustering cards (cut); available here: www.unicef.org/teachers/
protection/only_right.htm10

Activity

give one of the cut clustering cards of the crc to each member of the group. (if the
group is larger than 36, some participants may work in pairs. if the group is smaller
than 36, eliminate an appropriate number of cards.) Make sure participants read and
understand their cards.
the participants should move around the room and meet other participants. As they do
so, they should explain the right their card describes. if two participants feel that their
cards have something in common or belong together, they form a ‘cluster’.
they continue walking around the room together. they may add any number of additional people to their cluster if they feel that their card describes a right of a similar type.
As the activity proceeds, young people may switch to a different cluster as they refine
their thinking about the categories of rights covered by the convention. some young
people may find that they ‘stand alone’ and do not belong to any of the clusters. encourage discussion and negotiation. stress that there is no one ‘correct’ answer to this
activity! once the clusters are finalized, and there is no further movement around the
room, ask each cluster to decide on a name for itself; for example, ‘health’, ‘education’,
or ‘expression’, etc.

please find the crc in the Appendix.
As the document is quite big, it´s not possible to include the cards here. if the link is not working, please use the book of susan fountain: (1993). it‘s only
right: a practical guide to learning about the convention on the rights of the child. prepared for unicef‘s education for development section. unicef, new york
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Activity

have the clusters sit down together. call on one cluster at a time to tell the group its
name, and summarise the articles that belong to this category. As this is being done, the
teacher, group leader, or several of the participants can glue the cards onto the large
sheet of paper in their appropriate clusters.
discuss the following questions:
were some rights more difficult to categorise than others? which ones and why?
what seem to be the main types of rights protected by the convention on the rights
of the child?
do some types of rights seem to be given more emphasis than others? if so, why
might this be?
Are there some types of rights that you feel should be given more emphasis than
others? if so, which ones?
have any rights been left out of the convention that you feel should have been
included?
Are there some types of children’s rights that you feel your community/country
does particularly well at upholding? Are there types of rights that should be given more
attention?

Variation 1

A less active version of the same activity can be done by performing groups of four to
six. give each group a large sheet of paper, scissors, pens, glue, and a complete set of
crc clustering card. have them arrange the cards on the paper, clustering similar types
of rights together. they may draw lines indicating links between the clusters, or between
various articles. have the groups name each cluster. then, post the large sheets of
paper around the room and allow the participants time to circulate and see the work of
other groups. finally, discuss the questions listed in step 6 above.

Variation 2

explain that the articles of the convention on the rights of the child are sometimes
categorised according to whether they deal with survival, development, protection or
participation, and discuss the difference between these four categories. give groups
new copies of the crc clustering cards and ask them to sort the articles under the
headings of survival, development, protection and participation. if differences of
opinion arise as to the classification, encourage participants to discuss and negotiate
these, rather than only concern themselves with getting the ‘correct’ answer. when the
small groups agree on the classification, they may then stick the cards onto paper.
if appropriate, discuss how this classification scheme compared with the one devised
in the original procedure.

Source

fountain, susan. 1993. It‘s only right: a practical guide to learning about the convention
on the rights of the child. prepared for unicef‘s education for development section.
unicef, new york. [http://www.unicef.org/teachers/protection/only_right.htm]
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«RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES CARD GAME»
Intention

to make clear the fact that for every right in the convention, young people also have
related responsibilities.

Duration

at least 20 min.

Number of
participants
Setting

> 10
room with possibility to move freely

Resources

twelve crc clustering cards11 (the teacher or trainer may choose any twelve which
are meaningful to the group and which represent a range of different types of articles);
36 responsibility cards for each group of four, to be photocopied six times for each
group; pencils or pens.

Activity

have participants form groups of four. give each group a set of the 12 crc cards, they
should be individually cut out.) the object of this step is to come up with three responsibilities which are related to each one of the 12 rights. the group may choose to do this
by having each individual work on three rights cards, or by forming pairs, and having
each pair work on six rights cards together. if necessary, give the group an example of
the types of responsibilities that are linked with rights, such as:
«Article 12 of the convention on the rights of the child states that the child has the right
to express his or her opinion freely. Along with that right go certain responsibilities, such
as the responsibility to make an attempt to learn what others‘ opinions are, to listen to
others, and to respect the opinions of others.»
each responsibility should be written on a separate responsibility card. when they have
finished, the group of four should have a total of 36 responsibility cards. As this step may
take a considerable amount of time, the teacher or youth group leader may wish to wait
until another class period or meeting to actually play the card-game described below.
have the groups put their rights cards into a pile, shuffle them, and deal out three to
each group member. then have them place all the responsibility cards in a pile, shuffle
them and deal out three to each group member. the extra responsibility cards should be
placed face down in a pile in the centre of the table.
the object of the game is for each player to get either three responsibility cards to
match one of her rights cards, or to get one responsibility card to match each of her
three rights cards.
to do this, the first player asks the player to her left if he has a responsibility card that
will match one of her rights cards. for example: «i have the right to health and health
services; do you have a responsibility card that would go with this right?»
if the second player has such a card, he reads it out loud. if both players agree that the
cards belong together, the second player gives the card to the first player. if the second
player does not have a matching card, the first player must draw a card from the top of
the pile in the centre of the table. it is then the second player‘s turn to ask for a responsibility card from the player to his left. the same procedure as in step 4 is repeated. play
continues around to the left. Any player who gets three responsibility cards to match
one of her rights cards, or one rights card for each of her responsibility cards, must stay
in the game (to contribute responsibility cards to others) until all four group members
have met the objective.

11
As the document is quite big, it´s not possible to include the cards here. if the link is not working, please use the book of susan fountain: (1993). It‘s only
right: a practical guide to learning about the convention on the rights of the child. prepared for unicef‘s education for development section. unicef, new york
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Activity

note: As the game proceeds, young people may disagree as to whether a particular
responsibility does or does not relate to a right. there can be more than one ‚correct‘
answer, and the teacher or youth group leader should encourage the kind of discussion
which may arise from the process of the game.
once all groups have finished, discuss together:
what rights have very clear responsibilities related to them?
for which rights was it more difficult to decide on three responsibilities? why was this so?
do you feel your family places more emphasis on your rights as a young person, or
your responsibilities? what about your school? your community? the local authorities?
why is this so?
what makes it easy to fulfil your responsibilities as a young person? what makes it difficult?

Variation 1

After groups make up their responsibility cards, they may exchange their set of cards with
another group, so that they have the chance to examine different ideas about responsibilities.

Follow-up

have young people draw up a list of the 10 most important responsibilities they have as
members of their families, school, youth group, or community.

Source

fountain, susan. 1993. It‘s only right: a practical guide to learning about the convention
on the rights of the child. prepared for unicef‘s education for development section.
unicef, new york. [http://www.unicef.org/teachers/protection/only_right.htm]

«CHILDREN’S RIGHTS QUIZ»
Intention

getting to know children’s rights

Duration

at least 20 minutes

Number of
participants

approx. 3 - 20

Resources

copies of questionnaire concerning children’s rights, pens and resource material (books,
training material,.. concerning children’s rights) to find the answers

Activity

the facilitator hands out one questionnaire and pen to each participant and asks them
to fill in the right answers. the facilitator tells the participants that they can search for
the answers in the resource material and supports the participants during the research.
in the questionnaire you can mix multiple choice and open questions.
questions could Be for exAMple:
“how old is the convention on the rights of the child?”
“for which age group is the convention on the rights of the child valid?”
“which rights can you find in the convention of the rights of the child?”
“which two states didn’t sign the convention of the rights of the child?”
“name the 4 basic principles of children’s rights!”

Variation 1

fix some candies with numbers 1, 2, or 3 (or in 3 different colours) on a rope and ask
the participants to pick one. the participants have to solve task 1, 2, or 3 depending on
the number of their candy or have to solve the tasks printed on the paper with the colour
of their candy. you can prepare 3 different questionnaires or one questionnaire and two
different tasks concerning children’s rights.

Variation 2

you can hand the people who solved the quiz correctly a batch with a number and hand
out prizes fitting their numbers.

Source

cyA Austria, polis – the Austrian centre for citizenship education in schools
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3. CommerCial sexual exploitation
oF Children
in this chapter you will first find some basic definitions and figures on the phenomena of commercial
sexual exploitation of children (csec): child pornography, trafficking of children for sexual purposes, child
prostitution including child sex tourism. then we go on with the different methods you can use to train
youth on these different subjects.

a) introduCtion
Commercial sexual exploitation of children is a grave violation of the rights of the child12

artiCle 34 un CrC
“states parties undertake to protect the child from all forms of sexual exploitation and sexual abuse.
for these purposes, states parties shall in particular take all appropriate national, bilateral and
multilateral measures to prevent:
(A) the induceMent or coercion of A child to engAge in Any unlAwful sexuAl Activity;
(B) the exploitAtive use of children in prostitution or other unlAwful sexuAl prActices;
(c) the exploitAtive use of children in pornogrAphic perforMAnces And MAteriAls.“

FACTBOX 6

to understand the phenomenon of commercial sexual exploitation, we need to start by explaining sexual
abuse of children. Sexual abuse is when a child is involved, directly or indirectly, with his/her consent or
without it, into sexual activities where other persons participate with the aim of giving themselves sexual
pleasure or benefit of any sort. sexual abuse is always harmful for the physical, psychological or psychosexual health of a child.13 sexual abuse may include: sexual acts per se, attempts of sexual acts, sexual
threats made by an older, stronger or more influential person in respect of a child or teenager. sexual
abuse is understood as a wide range of sexual activities: saying sexually suggestive statements towards
a child, fondling, exposure of genitalia, adult masturbation in the presence of a child, oral sex, vaginal or
anal penetration of some object or thing including fingers and penis, exposure of pornographic images,
coercion into sex with animals, voyeurism, etc. children and youth involved in sexual activities are in a
position of less power and can therefore not give/refuse their consent to this.

CommerCial sexual exploitation:
Commercial sexual exploitation is a major violation of a child‘s rights when a child is viewed as a sexual
object and an article of commerce; Commercial sexual exploitation of children (CSEC) happens when a child
is used sexually by an adult and the adult pays to do this with money, gifts or favours. A gift could be food or
clothes. A favour could be a promise of good grades, shelter or protection. commercial sexual exploitation
is different from sexual abuse of a child because it involves some kind of payment. exploitation means
someone benefits from or gets something by taking advantage of someone else in an unfair way.14
there are several key interrelated forms of csec: child prostitution, child pornography, trafficking in children
for sexual purposes child prostitution including and child prostitution including child sex tourism.15
see Article 34 of the un convention on the rights of the child, http://www2.ohchr.org/english/law/crc.htm#art34
zhuravleva t.M., safonova t.ya. tsimbal e.i. pomosch detyam - zhertvam nasiliya. - Moskwa: genesis, 2006, 112 pp. (helping children-survivors of violence/abuse)
14
ecpAt international. what is commercial sexual exploitation of children? definitions for young people. from: http://www.ecpat.net/ei/publications/cyp/
child_friendly_def_eng.pdf
15
we cite these definitions from: semantics or substance? towards a shared understanding of terminology referring to the sexual abuse and exploitation of children,
ngo group for the convention on the rights of the child. January 2005.
12
13
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Child prostitution
Child prostitution is the exchange of money, gifts or favours for sex. Children may be sexually abused in
exchange for food, clothes, shelter, protection or good grades at school. These payments may be made to
the child or to someone who has control over the child; it is directly linked to trafficking of children for sexual
purposes, child sex tourism and child pornography. child prostitution is usually localized in certain places
like parlours and brothels, bars, clubs, or particular streets or districts of a city. it happens occasionally that
child prostitution is unorganized, but more often it is controlled by pimps or criminal networks. prostitution
may draw in not only «street children” or children at risk who earn their living by this (food, clothes, narcotic
drugs), but also children who come from average families and who sell sex for gifts or to get extra pocket
money.16 when a child is sexually abused in exchange for money, gifts or favours, people might think the
child has agreed to sell their body. But a child in this situation is influenced, by an adult, into doing things
they would not normally do.
The important thing to remember is that children do not CHOOSE to be commercially sexually exploited.
Adults trick, pressure, threaten or force them into it.17 the term «child prostitute» does not reflect all forms of
coercion, exploitation or physical and psychological harm to a child who is involved in it. due to this, ecpAt
international‘s recommendation is to avoid using the collocation «child prostitute» and use the phrase «a
child exploited in prostitution» instead.
Child pornography
Child pornography includes images, sound recordings or written words of children being sexually abused.
The images, sound recordings and words are used by adults for sexual purposes. Most child pornography
is in the form of photographs or films of children’s private parts, adults doing sexual things to a child, or
children doing sexual things to each other.
child pornography is often shared, traded or sold among adults. the tradingof such pictures may happen
in the community of a child victim or even in a child’s school.18 there is also a form of child pornography
where no real children participate in the production of such materials, but an illusion is created by various
techniques that they do so. child pornography sprang up significantly with the emerging of internet
technologies. computers and digital technologies brought about a true rebirth of the porn industry, as now
anyone can be a user, a producer and a distributor of porn materials at the same time19..

According to unicef an estimated 1.8 million children were exploited in prostitution and pornography,
and 1.2 million were victims of trafficking in the year 2000.1
the sexual exploitation of children takes place in both developing and developed countries, but there is
no reliable means of determining the number of children who have been victimised. data collection is
often adhoc or limited in scope and targeted research is scarce. Also, due to its llegal nature, the sexual
exploitation of children is largely concealed, which makes estimates of its true scope difficult to assess.2
1
2

16
17

18

19

see unicef, inter-parliamentary union, eliminating violence against children, handbook for parlamiantarians
questions & Answers about the commercial sexual exploitation of children, An information booklet by ecpAt international, 2008

ecpAt Austria, internal report from a workshop on the phenomenon «enjo kosai», held at the second world congress (2001)
ecpAt international. what is commercial sexual exploitation of children? definitions for young people. from: http://www.ecpat.net/ei/publications/cyp/
child_friendly_def_eng.pdf
ecpAt international. what is commercial sexual exploitation of children? definitions for young people. from: http://www.ecpat.net/ei/publications/cyp/
child_friendly_def_eng.pdf
kelly, l. and regan, l. pornography and sexual Aggression //the Journal of sexual Aggression. 2000. vol. 6 number 1/2.

FACTBOX 7

numBers on CseC
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traFFiCking oF Children
Trafficking is the movement of people from one place to another for the purpose of exploitation.
Trafficking of children for sexual purposes means children are moved from one place to another (short or
long distances) so that adults can sexually abuse and exploit them. A child or their family may be tricked,
pressured, or forced to move. it is illegal to exploit children and adults in this way.20 the process of trafficking divides into three stages: recruitment, transportation, and exploitation as such. the country where
criminals find a child and where the journey starts is termed «the country of origin». the country where
the child is finally brought for exploitation is called «the destination country». Besides, the child can find
itself in the so called «transit countries» on his/her way to the destination. we should also remember that
trafficking can be either international or local, i.e. with or without a need to cross state boarders.
it seems to be rather difficult to define how many children are being transferred for sexual exploitation.
no country has reliable trafficking monitoring mechanisms, trafficking-related data remain hidden in the
data on prostitution and migration, therefore all quantitative estimates are still rather «intuitive» than «objective». un estimates it as follows: every year a quarter of a million people are relocated for the purposes
of sexual exploitation, a large share of them being underage persons21.

according to the Article 3, paragraph (a) of the protocol to prevent, suppress and punish trafficking in
persons defines trafficking in persons (“palermo protocol”) as the recruitment, transportation, transfer,
harbouring or receipt of persons, by means of the threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of
abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or
receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over another person,
for the purpose of exploitation. exploitation shall include, at a minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution
of others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour or services, slavery or practices similar to
slavery, servitude or the removal of organs. (c) the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or
receipt of a child for the purpose of exploitation shall be considered “trafficking in persons” even if this
does not involve any of the means set forth in subparagraph (a) of this article;

FACTBOX 8

deFinition- artiCle 33 palermo protoCol

Child sex tourism:
Child sex tourism is commercial sexual exploitation of children by persons mostly coming from a more
developed country to a less developed one, or from a richer region within a country to a poorer one. A child
sex tourist may deliberately go somewhere to look for children to buy for sex, or they may not think about
it until a child is made available to them for sex. A child sex tourist might be on holiday or may be visiting a
place for work reasons. the sex tourists sometimes try to justify sexual exploitation of children saying that
in the destination country sex with minors is acceptable. sometimes, when people are in a new place they
may think it is ok to do things that they would not normally do at home. this includes sexually abusing and
exploiting children. they also think they may not get into trouble in places where the law is weak or where
people do not know them.22 this doesn’t protect them from being punished according to the laws of their
country of origin (see factbox 9 - extraterritorial legislation).

20

21

22

ecpAt international. what is commercial sexual exploitation of children? definitions for young people. from: http://www.ecpat.net/ei/publications/cyp/
child_friendly_def_eng.pdf
vsemirny otchet o prestupnosti i pravosugii. izdaniye dla oon/ pod.red. g.newman. vladoivostok, 2000 (global report on crime and Justice. un publication/
ed. g.newman. vladivostok, 2000)
ecpAt international. what is commercial sexual exploitation of children? definitions for young people. from: http://www.ecpat.net/ei/publications/cyp/
child_friendly_def_eng.pdf
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FACTBOX 9

extraterritorial JurisdiCtion
legislation allowing for extraterritorial jurisdiction gives states the opportunity to prosecute their own nationals and residents who travel to other countries to sexually exploit children.
this means that there is a national law, which makes it possible to bring persons living in that country in front
of a national court, if they sexually exploited children abroad.

Many child sex tourism destination countries lack adequate legislation or the resources to investigate and
prosecute all reports of child sexual exploitation. the extraterritorial laws prevent destination countries from
becoming zones where those who sexually exploit children can act with impunity.
it is a state‘s obligation to protect children against sexual abuse, whether committed by nationals or foreign
nationals. for their part, home countries have a critical role to play in preventing such sexual abuse by tackling demand and ensuring effective and responsive measures are in place to fully investigate and prosecute
the commission of these crimes. in this respect, the application of extraterritorial jurisdiction is a very important factor.

ConsequenCes oF CseC
children who have been the victims of csec will have suffered physical and/or sexual abuse, often of an
extreme kind. they are beaten, raped, tortured, sometimes killed. they endure this suffering at an age
when they should normally be trusting, healthy. often children show a complex pattern of symptoms,
both psychological symptoms (depression, feelings of guilt and shame, suicidal thoughts, nightmares,
flashbacks, sleeping problems, anxiety, nervous breakdown etc.) and and physical problems (diseases
including hiv, complications of pregnancy, bruises, scratches, food deprivation, stomach pain, etc.). for
some children the effects are clearly visible. others, however, suppress their feelings and symptoms;
and it can take a while before symptoms show up. this can be especially the case with psychologicalsymptoms. some children will even repress and forget the traumatic experience, the memory of which
will surface later on.
All children who have been sexually exploited will suffer some form of physical or mental harm. where
children have had no control over their lives during their exploitation, they suffer trauma that is equivalent
to the results of torture. usually, the longer the exploitation goes on, the more health problems that will
be experienced. But some children will suffer life-long damage very quickly, such as by contracting hiv.

FACTBOX 10

source: http://www.bmj.bund.de/files/-/2319/extraterritorial%20Jurisdiction.pdf

source: combating the trafficking in children for sexual purposes: A training guide, ecpAt europe
law enforcement group programme against trafficking in children for sexual purposes in europe in
cooperation with ecpAt international.
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B) Child pornography
«DEFINITION»
Intention

Awareness raising of the own knowledge

Duration

15 minutes

Number of
participants
Setting
Resources

- (age depends on state of knowledge)
single- or teamwork
copied papers of definitions

Activity

every participant gets a paper with different definitions. the terms are written on the
blackboard. the participants have to find the right definitions to the terms.
the fastest group/person wins.
in the end there will be a discussion about the terms and definitions.

Source

safer internet, 2007:13; definitions were taken from the exercise as well as from
cyA Austria
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Child grooming

When someone acts to get to know a child and
to build an emotional relation-ship, aiming to
“prepare” the child for the sexual abuse. This
behaviour is illegal.

CyBerBullying

Circular damage (circulation of embarrassment,
intimate information, etc.) which is attached
electronic (by e-mail, chat, etc.), with the
purpose to harm a person.

online Community

A random group of people, who meet and
Interact via Internet on special plattforms,
such as chats, Instantmessengers and forums.

instant messenger

A service, which makes it possible to communicate (chat) with others in real-time.
(e.g. hotmail, gmail, skype)

Chatroom

Online discussion-forum (for example on websites), in which the user can communicate
about special topics.

Blind date

Meeting between people, who have never
met before and do not know each other, with a
romantically intention.

impressum

Tells who is the editor of the media and legally
responsible for the content. This also applies
to the Internet.

link

A short description for Hyperlink. It shows a
connection from one web document to another.

domain

Every computer has his own number in the
Internet: the IP-address. Because people badly
remember the combination of numbers, they
get domain-names.
For example: www.ecpat.at

emotiCon

Short combinations of key pad signs, which
show emotions : )

avatar

Virtual character as a surrogate of the online
identity.
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«TAKE A STAND»
Module

child pornography

Intention

reflection of the own knowledge and prejudices about internet/chat etc., formation of
opinion, reflection of possible myths about internet/ cybersex/ chat etc.

Duration

10 - 20 minutes

Number of
participants
Resources

>3
copied papers of definitions

Activity

the participants are asked to stand up. the facilitator announces that some statements
will be read out. in the middle of the room is a long piece of paper on the floor. on one
end there is “i agree” and on the other “i disagree.” the participants are asked to take
a position relevant to the statements.
After the first statement is read out, the participants take their positions.
now some participants can explain their choice / opinion. An informal debate on
complex issues can take place without the need of finding a conclusion as the intention is just to highlight different opinions. in the second round participants have the
possibility of changing their position if their minds have changed. now the next
statement can be read.

Source

daphne (methods), 2007:1

statements (examples):
cases of child pornography only exist in poor (developing-) countries.
uploading private photos in the internet is absolutely harmless.
if a 15-year old girl voluntarily wants to make a porn-movie it is not child pornography.
it is possible to get on a porn website unintentionally.
in a chat you get to know a lot of new people quickly.
it is easier to get to know or talk to people in a chat room than in real life.
it is easier to talk about intimate topics in the chat than in real life.
i know the danger of the internet.
i am well informed about children’s rights.
if a picture of an adult is changed in a way she/he looks like a child it is not child pornography.
imagine you get to know somebody in the internet, who you think is very nice. he/she invites you to
his/her place. do you agree?
people fight enough against child pornography worldwide.
only producers of child pornography are the offenders.
it is harmless to send intimate photos of friends by mobile phone.
“whoever becomes a victim of sexual exploitation must be foolish.”
“sexual exploitation is connected to the internet and has nothing to do with human rights.”
“i know everything about human rights.”
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time management
Always give the group a clear timeframe. if you notice, that more time is needed, you can still extend
the time limit. if no time limit is set, the group will maybe work less concentrated.

FACTBOX 11
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«CREATE A CAMPAIGN»
Module

child pornography and other csec topics

Intention

peer to peer education about the danger in the internet, raising the awareness of one’s
own activity potential

Duration

50 minutes

Number of
participants
Resources
Activity

>3
empty pieces of paper in different sizes, colours, magazines, scissors and glue
At the beginning the facilitator should give some facts and inputs about child pornography (what is child pornography, definitions, problems/dangers of child pornography/
new media, situation in law, the possible nationality of victims/perpetrators, facts and
statistics,..).
the participants are invited to create materials for a campaign.
At the beginning there is a brainstorming with the aim to identify different topics.
participants, who are interested in the same topics, build a group.
in the groups the participants should discuss which are the main massages /contents to
be transported and how to appeal the target group.
every group gets A pAper with guiding questions:
who should be addressed by the campaign?
which form fits to the target group and the topic?
what is the main conclusion?
how and where will the material be disseminated?
After some 30 minutes every group presents their outcome to be subsequently followed
by a group discussion about:
what is special /successful about the outcomes? what is the important message shown?
As a result the outcomes can be published for example on the homepages or be realized
by the participants themselves.

Source

daphne (methods), 2007:48 (Austria)
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what Can i do against the phenomenon “Child prostitution”?
collect all your ideas in small groups and decide for one “cAMpAign” or “Action” you would like to
present to the others. design your presentation together and take into consideration that the theme
“child prostitution” may be new for some of your target group.
work with the following questions:
who is your audience?
which form is the best for your target group? (poster, folder, tv-spot, give away, workshop….)
what is the main statement of the campaign?
how and where should your material be presented?
why have you chosen this form of campaign?
what are the goals of your campaign?
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«TABOO»
Module

child pornography and other csec topics

Intention

Basic understanding of the internet and mobile phones.

Duration

At least 15 min.

Number of
participants
Resources
Activity

4 - 25
taboo cards, an hourglass and a score sheet.
create your own taboo cards, writing 1 csec related word (exploitation, child grooming,
blind date, chat room etc.) on each card. Make copies of the taboo cards, cut them out
and divide the class into two teams. A representative of one of the two teams has to draw
a card with the word that needs to be guessed by his/her own team. he/she will then
have to use examples and roundabout expressions to help his/her team guess the word
in question within no more than two minutes. the representative cannot reveal any of the
words from the set list, nor mime the word; members of the opposing team need to make
sure that these rules are followed correctly. the team that guesses the most words wins.
which are the words that are really not familiar with or which the participants found it the
hardest to guess? Make a note of those words on the blackboard and then ask them to
choose two or three subjects that they would like to take a more in-depth look at. this could
also follow a session in which the participants are preparing a new set of cards with
words of their choice.
At the end of this task the group will have:
become familiarised with certain terms;
shared initial information gained, even if only partial, about the knowledge they possess
in relation to the themes in question and also ascertained what knowledge they do have.

Source

http://www.easy4.it

«A STROLL ALONG A CHILD’S RIGHTS»
Module
Intention
Number of
participants
Resources

23

child pornography and other csec topics, celebration, street action,
online rights.
A maximum of 25 participants.
taboo cards, an hourglass and a score sheet.

Activity

divide the participants up into groups of two to three persons and give each group a
copy of a simplified version of the convention on the rights of the child (crc). each
group will then have the task of reading through the convention and identifying which
rights, in their opinion, are most directly related to new Media, giving grounds for each
choice. Ask the groups, to re-write one of the rights envisaged by the crc on a sheet
and hang it up somewhere in the room, thinking of it as an online right that every child
should be entitled to. then ask each student how they interpret that particular right, why
he or she made that particular choice and to tell a story, an anecdote, a news item he
or she knows about. repeat the activity using other criteria, by, for example, choosing
the right that least affected them, the right they would choose to discard, the right that
in their view is most frequently violated online, and so on23.

Source

http://www.easy4.it

please see the crc in the Appendix.
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«TREE OF SOLUTIONS»
Module
Intention
Number of
participants
Resources
Activity

child pornography and other csec topics
Be more critical in using the internet and mobile phones
A maximum of 25 participants
large sheets of paper and felt-tipped pens
Before dividing them up into groups, ask the participants why they (if they do) use the
internet and mobile phones. note down these answers on a board with layered sheets.
Most probably, it will become apparent that the internet and mobile phones are rather
complex tools as, aside from functioning as means of communication, they also perform
a number of other functions, such as ways of searching for information. this will in fact
justify the need for several different work groups: for example, one group could work on
the internet as a research tool, another on the internet as a communication tool, and one
on mobile phones (once again selecting a specific function to work on).
divided into groups, the pArticipAnts will drAw A tree in which:
the trunk represents the subject-matter or topic;
the roots represent the potential problems and risks;
the branches represent their possible solutions.
At the end, each group presents its tree to the entire class, and the other groups are
encouraged to join in and complement the presentation. then form groups of two and
ask each pair to choose three problems from those that have emerged and to try to
come up with advice they could offer someone facing those problems, taking their
cues from the solutions suggested by the tree. then ask the pairs to try to transform
those pieces of advice into rights. write up all the rights gathered onto a list, arranging
them according to similarities and contiguity; in this way, you can create your charter
of online rights.
At the end of this tAsk the pArticipAnts will hAve:
identified the principal critical applications of the internet and mobile phones
developed some possible ways of successfully defending the types of critical views
that have been mentioned
formulated a collective way of reflecting on their own online rights.

Source

http://www.easy4.it
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«STORY-TELLING»
Module
Intention
Number of
participants
Resources
Activity

child pornography and other csec topics, opportunities and risks involved with internet
and mobile phone use
A basic knowledge of the internet and mobile phones
A maximum of 25 participants
role sheets
prepare a number of white sheets, corresponding in number to the number of participants. then hand out the blue, yellow and green role sheets. randomly write two of the
themes dealt with in previous activities (such as chat rooms and online bullying) on the
white sheets.
distribute among the youngsters the yellow, blue and green post-its. Based on the
colour received each one will be assigned role sheets. do not ever let on that the group
of blue sheets is that containing risks, the yellow group that of opportunities, and the
green that of advice. the roles and their identity must remain secret and known only
by those who have received their sheets. they will all have to read their own role sheet
and, based on the directions, start writing a story on the white sheet that can have as
its setting real or imaginary characters. the piece of writing (no more than three lines in
length) will then be passed to the next student (it’s advisable to follow a certain order)
who, in turn, will continue the story, adding another three lines and so on. if the story
reaches a dead end, one must try to keep it going.
Make sure that each of the stories passes hands at least five times, so that they can
be developed sufficiently. At that point ask the youngsters to read through what’s
been written and to try to end the story as best they can. finally, quickly read out the
completed texts.
once the stories have been read out, direct the discussion in a way that seizes upon
the problems and helps the connections emerge: the risks and opportunities identified
and advice given. concentrate in particular on the advice given, and ask the youngsters
if they agree with the advice or whether they would have tried to help the boy or girl
in another way. there will obviously be some stories that end up not making sense or
seeming not very realistic, but if the youngsters carried out their work properly, some
interesting thoughts will emerge nonetheless.
At the end of this tAsk the Boys And girls will hAve:
made use of their own creativity by applying it to contexts and situations that are
relevant to the themes in question;
exercised their critical abilities and problem-solving skills with respect to difficult and
problematical situations;

Source

http://www.easy4.it
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Blue: risk-taker
As soon as you get a story or a part of a story you have to do whatever you can to
make something risky or problematical happen to the character! so write your part of the
story in a way that allows your character to utilize the internet or mobile phone
(in the selected context) in a risky manner or in such a way that something unpleasant happens
to him or her.

yellow: opportunity-seeker
As soon as you get a story or a part of a story you have to do whatever you can to make
something pleasant happen to the character! so write your part of the story in a way that
allows your character to utilize the internet or mobile phone (in the selected context) in a
positive manner or in such a way that something positive happens to him or her.

green: adviCe-enthusiast, you are a helper
As soon as you have the sheet in front of you you’ll need to read whatever has been written
so far and if the character is in trouble you introduce a new character who offers some useful
advice; if, on the other hand, the character is using the internet or mobile phone in a positive,
risk-free way, introduce a new character who can put him/her on the alert with regard to
potential risks. if the sheet is still blank, start the story with a piece of advice you feel you
should give.
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«TWO TRUTHS, ONE LIE»
Intention

this exercise helps people to realise how difficult it is to know a person just from
external appearance and from what they say. good activity to enter in the field of
“new media”, “safe use of the internet” and “child pornography”.

Duration

10-15 minutes

Number of
participants
Resources
Activity

10-15
empty pieces of paper in different sizes, colours, magazines, scissors and glue
Break everyone into groups of between 3 and 5 persons. each person in the group must
tell the others two truths and one lie about themselves. the other members of the group
must then guess which statement was the lie.
when finished, the groups can choose their best ‘liar’, who can then try and fool the rest
of the groups.

Source

daphne project,human rights and trafficking in women and young people.
An educational toolkit for teachers and students. Methodological guide

C) Child traFFiCking
«WHERE DO THEY COME FROM/WHERE DO THEY GO?»
Intention

recognizing of interdependencies between structures in individual european countries
and the personal decisions of some people, that make them particularly vulnerable for
trafficking

Duration

About 40 minutes

Number of
participants
Setting

4+
round circle

Resources

3 flip charts or several other posters and felt tip pens, overhead slide *where do they
come from/where are they going* and overhead project

Preparation

prepare posters: write the pull factors on one of them and the push factors on the other.
use a third one with the headline <root causes>.
familiarize yourself with the root causes of trafficking in human beings and in particular
the trafficking in women.
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Activity

1. invite the participants to get involved in a brainstorming session on the root causes
of trafficking in human beings. repeat the key rules for brainstorming sessions.
offer to write down individual ideas on a flipchart or on the black board.
2. explain the term <push factor> as the reason to leave a country and <pull factor>
as a reason to select a specific country. Announce that all root causes that will be
mentioned are jointly identified as push or pull factors and that you will already
place them on the flipchart/black board systematically.
3. once you do not receive any further input, remind participants once again that the
countries are divided into countries of origin, transit and destination or reintroduce
the overhead slide *where do they come from/where are they going*. Ask what the
respective countries have in common.
4. Ask the participants to brainstorm on the question of what the root causes of
trafficking in women might be. Are there differences between the root causes of
trafficking in human beings and trafficking in women? which specific root causes
affect women in particular? highlight these root causes.
5. if necessary, add critical reasons to the list.
6. once the list appears to be complete, read its contents out loud. Ask the participants
if all root cases appear to be equally important to them.
7. propose to vote on their importance. read the root causes out loud one by one and
ask each participant to raise his or her hand if he or she considers the cause
mentioned to be the most important one.
8. count the votes each cause has received and write the number down next to it.
create a ranking as you proceed.
9. now create a relationship between the causes stated. use another poster. draw a
circle into its center, into which you write the cause that has received the most votes.
10. Ask the participants, if another cause is linked to this cause.
11. continue this process until all causes have been linked to the other causes on the
new poster.
12. try to make the links between all causes that are related to each other visible.

Follow-up
& Analysis

it is important to demonstrate that the individual root causes cannot be isolated from
each other. there simply are not two or three causes that would explain such a complex
phenomenon as trafficking in women. Also point out, that there are specific reasons why
women are particularly vulnerable when it comes to trafficking in human beings.
this is also a good time to talk about the strategies human traffickers utilize.
especially young people in the countries of origin might find it important to be confronted with potential methods.

Tips for the
Moderator

Source

the posters will frequently start looking pretty wild. if that is the case, it will actually
assist in the communication of the contents you are intending to convey. the posters
should definitely be kept for further training sessions, if you are planning to facilitate
units on combatting the trafficking in women.
source: ecpAt Austria
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“where do they Come From/where do they go?”

1997 estimates

numerical estimates include intraregional trafficking but exclude intracountry trafficking. for the
purpose of these estimates, children are defined as females younger than 18 years old. this segment
of the trafficking - mostly for prostitution - accounts for approximately 30 percent of the total according
to variuos reports. Males under 18 years-old account for a very small part - approximately 2 percent of the trafficking, mainly for slavery.

source: http://children.foreignpolicyblogs.com/files/2007/05/trafficking-map-from-fas.gif
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«I AM GOING!» – A THEATRICAL PLAY THAT ALLOWS YOU TO LIVE IT
Intention

developing an understanding of differing life situations; presenting arguments, convincing, awareness of different roles and their demands.

Duration

depending on the level of participant interest and participation of the players, about
30 minutes

Number of
participants
Setting
Resources

4+
round circle as fishbowl: the role play is presented in the centre of the round circle
copies of the play directions worksheet - script for all participants

Preparation

copy directions worksheet - script for all participants and familiarize yourself with same.

Activity

1. explain the role play. discuss the play directions. clarify any misgivings or questions.
the participative role play begins as follows: in the beginning, rosa’s father is at
home (in the centre of the round circle), rosa comes home and tells him excitedly
about an advertisement she’s seen in the classifieds. Ask the participants who would
like to play the role of the father and who would like to take on the role of ros
2. Make sure everyone understands that you are the director of the play. you can
always interrupt the process by saying <cut>. it is also your responsibility to allow
other participants to get into the play.
3. Anyone who wants to participate raises his or her hand. if you think participation is
timely, briefly interrupt the play; ask who wants to take on additional role and which
role it will be. if you consider this further participation expedient, permit that person’s
entry. the participants themselves are in charge of making the entry of others a
smooth part of the play.
4. everyone has the option to remove him or herself from the play at any time if he or
she does not want to participate any longer. they have to create their own exit (e.g.
<i have to go and pick up karli at the kindergarten>)
5. participants should make every effort to adapt their argumentation to their respective
roles. they are not permitted to insult other participants.
6. start the first scene of the role play. Make sure everyone complies with the rules and
work toward the active participation of all.
7. if you think scene 1 is finished start scene 2, which is left to the actors and the
director. But as a director try to bring in the aspect of child trafficking.
8. whenever you feel that no further arguments are going to be presented or a lot of
time has passed, conclude the role play.
9. Ask all participants to shake off their hands and feet and to introduce themselves to
each other via handshake and with their actual names.

Follow-up
& Analysis

Ask the participants how they felt during the role play. Begin with rosa. how did she feel?
how will she decide? was this helpful? what irked her?
how was it for the father? how did he feel? what were the reasons for his behaviour?
Ask all participants how they felt and what their respective motivations were.
Ask the spectators what they noticed while watching.
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Tips for the
Moderator

play the active role of a director. get involved in due time whenever you have the feeling
that the play is getting too emotional or too aggressive. get more people involved
whenever you start to see that the arguments are becoming repetitive. interrupt the play,
explain that a …. is needed urgently and wait until someone volunteers.
in conclusion, try to summarize the different positions participants were taking in the
role play.

Variation:

if this is your first attempt at directing a role play, it will be more effective not to permit
the participation of the audience.

Source

ecpAt Austria
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«i am going!»
sCene 1
kitchen: Mr. Branda is cooking tea. rosa Branda (age 17) comes home and dashes into the kitchen.
she is very excited. she has read this advertisement:
“interested in Modelling? we are looking for young sexy women! live acts and photo shootings.
earn euro 3.000 – a month. travelling costs will be paid! starship@surprise.com”
her father, Mr. Branda is worried. he doesn’t want his daughter to work as a model.

sCene 2
this scene is open for ideas from the participants, but the director should try to insert the child trafficking
topic.

possiBle other roles:
rosa’s mother
rosa’s best friend
rosa’s boyfriend
neighbours
sister
Brother…
open end …happy end?
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«CASE STORIES»
Intention

creating a discussion on the problem of child trafficking: who is responsible, what are
the reasons for trafficking, who are the stakeholders/actors, how can the problem be
solved etc.

Duration

depending on the story 20-40 minutes

Number of
participants
Activity

copies of the case story (see Annex) and the corresponding questions, maybe flipchartsheets for every group to present.
>4
each participant gets a copy of the case story to read (see appendix). then the questions
below should be discussed in smaller groups, who then present their outcomes to the
whole group. subsequently a discussion in the whole group should be encouraged

working with Case stories
the purpose of using case stories is to encourage a discussion about trafficking on a more practical
level. case stories show how situations related to the problem can look like in reality. the participants
get to know who the actual victims are, how they got into this situation, who the actors and stakeholders
are, what can be done for the victims etc. it is sometimes easier to relate to an exact situation, even
if it is made up, and then talk about the problem in general. the moderator can either use real or fake
stories, but in order to be authentic, it is also useful to work with stories that happened in your country.
note: you can find case stories for all csec topics in the Appendix. Most of the trafficking case stories (in
the Appendix) can be used for modules on child prostitution and child sex tourism too, as the cases not only
show procedures of recruitment and transfer, but also exploitation. you can use all case stories in the same
way as shown here.

FACTBOX 13

Resource

d) Child prostitution, Child sex tourism
«DEFINING AND DISTINGUISHING»
Intention

explain and distinguish the terms csec, sex tourism and child sex tourism

Duration

30 minutes

Resource
Number of
participants

one copy of the definitions and the pattern per person
any

Activity

Make the participants read the three definitions and let them answer the questions in
this pattern, either alone or in groups:

Source

«ecpAt Austria child sextourism Manual- info-package „kommerzielle sexuelle Ausbeutung
von kindern im tourismus – verhaltenskodex zum schutz der kinder“, respect (hg.)»
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sex tourism

Child
sex tourism

what is it?
who are
the oFFenders?
who are
the viCtims?
in whiCh environment/under whiCh
CirCumstanCes
does the Crime
take plaCe?
where does it
take plaCe?
definitions:
CommerCial sexual exploitation oF Children (CseC)
happens when a child is used sexually by an adult and the adult pays to do this with money, gifts or favours.
A gift could be food or clothes. A favour could be a promise of good grades, shelter or protection. commercial
sexual exploitation is different from sexual abuse of a child because it involves some kind of payment. exploitation means someone benefits from or gets something by taking advantage of someone else in an unfair way. 24
sex tourism:
the unwto defines organized sex tourism is as a form of travelling organized within the tourism sector
– or our outside this sector, but using its structures and networks – with the primary purpose to induce a
commercial sexual relationship of the tourist with a resident of the target country or region.
sex tourism causes severe social, cultural and health effects, especially if the sex tourist takes advantage of
disparities in sex and age or the social and economic disparities in the target country.25
Child sex tourism:
child sex tourism is commercial sexual exploitation of children by persons mostly coming from a more
developed country to a less developed one, or from a richer region within a country to a poorer one. A child
sex tourist may deliberately go somewhere to look for children to buy for sex, or they may not think about
it until a child is made available to them for sex. A child sex tourist might be on holiday or may be visiting a
place for work reasons. the sex tourists sometimes try to justify sexual exploitation of children saying that
in the destination country sex with minors is acceptable. sometimes, when people are in a new place they
may think it is ok to do things that they would not normally do at home. this includes sexually abusing and
exploiting children. they also think they may not get into trouble in places where the law is weak or where
people do not know them.26 this doesn’t protect them from being punished according to the laws of their
country of origin (see factbox 9- extraterritorial legislation).
24

25
26

ecpAt international. what is commercial sexual exploitation of children? definitions for young people. from: http://www.ecpat.net/ei/publications/cyp/
child_friendly_def_eng.pdf
see also: info-package „kommerzielle sexuelle Ausbeutung von kindern im tourismus – verhaltenskodex zum schutz der kinder“, respect (hg.), s. 15
ecpAt international. what is commercial sexual exploitation of children? definitions for young people. from: http://www.ecpat.net/ei/publications/cyp/ld_
friendly_def_eng.pdf
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Child prostitution: dimension and dispersion
According to unicef an estimated 1.8 million children were exploited in prostitution and pornography
in the year 2000.1
some aFFeCted Countries:
thAilAnd: 200.000 (estimates up to 800.000), predominantly girls
philippines: 40.000 to 60.000, 2/3 boys
sri lAnkA: 30.000, predominantly boys
BrAsil: 500.000, predominantly girls

FACTBOX 14

Activities And Methods for working with young people on the topic of
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indiA: 400.000, partly abducted from nepal
kenyA: 25.000 girls
usA: 250.000 to 350.000
europe: 175.000, predominantly girls. the organized sex business is recruiting children from
poor families or street children especially in rumania, the former yugoslavia,
the czech republic and slovakia. comprehensive confessions of sex customers
confirmed the information thatchildren from poorer eastern europe are increasingly
trafficked for sexual exploitation.
further dominican republic, vietnam, cambodia
countries: (about 30% minors, almost 50% hiv positive) 2
1 see unicef, inter-parliamentary union, eliminating violence against children, handbook for parlamiantarians
2 source: unicef

«NEWSPAPER ARTICLE»
Intention

the participants get to know about the extent of child and youth prostitution, the
different forms and learn to differentiate them

Duration

About 40 minutes

Resource
Setting
Number of
participants
Activity

copies of the article and questions
round circle
4+
Make the participants read the article and answer the questions below:
what are the different phenomena of child prostitution?
what is said about the crime detection rate?
which countries are mentioned? what do we learn about these countries?

Source

ecpAt Austria child sextourism Manual- info-package „kommerzielle sexuelle Ausbeutung
von kindern im tourismus – verhaltenskodex zum schutz der kinder“, respect (hg.)
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«more and more Children are sexually exploited
sex tourism is Booming,
only one out oF 1000 Crimes is solved»
vienna: it is estimated that more than 1.000 children and teenagers are involved in prostitution
in Austria. Astrid winkler, secretary of the child protection organization ecpAt, stated at a press
conference in the capital city on tuesday, that alone in vienna 200 minors are engaged in prostitution.
According to the federal criminal police office six cases of child prostitution were made public in
2006 compared to four the year before.
pornographic displays on the internet are another problem in Austria: More than 900 cases of criminally relevant content were registered the previous year. “95% concerned child pornography”, states
helmut sax from the ludwig Boltzmann institute for human rights. According to the estimations of
the institute, 2.500 to 4.000 men from Austria have sex with minors in foreign countries, equating
to ten or more airplanes full of paedophiles. the ratio of reported and unreported cases is 1:1000.
Austrian citizens are increasingly active in neighbouring countries. “the czech republic is a
problem country”,says Astrid winkler. But also the Black sea coast is used with increasing
frequency by Austrian citizens for these purposes. often child prostitution is covered as an escort
service in these countries. cases of child trafficking and child prostitution have increased
internationally in the previous years. the prostitution of boys is also increasing, especially in
Bangladesh, pakistan and indonesia, says Alessia Altamura from ecpAt international. european child
sex tourists now avoid the traditional destinations philippines and thailand and travel to cambodia
and indonesia instead.
in western countries ecpAt notices the phenomenon of “voluntary prostitution”. teenagers sell
their body because of increased pressure to buy and consume. there is also an increased so-called
“peer to peer”-exploitation, where teenagers tape porn of their peers on their cell phones and send
the videos to other friends. in regensburg a german special task force busted several child abusers
in the past months; one of them is a 59 year old man from vienna.
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«PIPE CLEANER» what does a typiCal sex oFFender look like ?
Intention

learn about the offenders, reflection on prejudices

Duration

15-20 minutes

Number of
participants
Resources
Activity

4-25
4-5 coloured pipe cleaners
Ask the participants to get into groups of 2-3 and ask them to create their “typical” sex
offender by using the pipe cleaner. (5-7 minutes)
collect the figures and arrange them in the middle. Ask each group what they made
and what their typical offender looks like. After gathering the ideas in the group, a small
fact-session is advisable, pointing out, that there is no “typical offender”, but that he can
be of any age, social status, origin or sex.
!note!
do not ask them why they made their offender like they did.
there could be victims within the group; such a question could raise negative emotions
and memories.

Source

report «european train-the-trainers (tot) seminar:
the protection of children from sexual exploitation in travel and tourism –best practice,
challenges and discussion of new tools, 09/10/11 July 2009 (respect/ecpAt)

«THE PERSPECTIVE OF THE OFFENDERS»
Intention

the participants get to know the perspective of the offenders, learn about their profiles,
motives and backgrounds, and their justification and “excuses” for what they do

Duration

30 minutes

Number of
participants
Resources
Activity

any
one copy of the texts and statements (per group) + a flipchart
Make the participants read the following worksheet and let them answer the questions
(in groups) on a flipchart. discuss the outcome with all participants.
which two groups of offenders do exist? explain them.
what do these people look for? (motives)
what do they lack?
how do the offenders try to legitimize what they are doing?

Source

ecpAtAustria child sextourism Manual- info-package „kommerzielle sexuelleAusbeutung
von kindern im tourismus – verhaltenskodex zum schutz der kinder“, respect (hg.)
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men looking For love?
there are no reliable numbers about the clients of minor prostitutes, their regional provenance and
social background as well as their sexual preferences. Basically, the offenders can be divided into
two groups: on the one hand, there are the opportunistic criminals who do not intentionally look for
victims of sexual exploitation, but feel excited by the broad supply of children and young people in
local red light districts.
paedophiles and pederasts on the other hand, deliberately exploit children in order to satisfy their sexual needs. they often use criminal networks for the supply with minor prostitutes or child pornography.
the motives
whereas paedophiles mostly look for possibilities to satisfy their sexual needs without fear of criminal prosecution, tourists look for freshness and youth. At home, they are well integrated into their
social group, where they would not dare to engage in sexual relationships with children. on vacation,
far away from the social control at home, they feel uninhibited and want to enjoy their sexual fantasies and act out their craving for power.
All forms of commercial sexual exploitation of children have one thing in common: the unequal power
relations between the adult offender and the exploited child. children are nothing more than commodities, who are not only sexually but also economically exploited. sex tourists take advantage of
the economic and social disparities and the international wage gap between rich and poor countries.
the self-perception of these men is peculiar: on the one hand, there is their power need and sexist
and racist conception, on the other hand, being asked for their motives, they see themselves in
search of love. the few publications on the issue name the following reasons for sex with children:
desires for defloration: Basically a strong desire for conquest, power and control. sometimes pimps
even resurrect the hymen of the girls so they can sell them again as virgins.
search for freshness and youth: the younger and more attractive the girl is, the better the (older)
man feels.
search for new sexual practices: the offenders want to explore new sexual activities, which they
have only seen in porn so far and the partner at home would not join in.
homosexuality: for many people, a coming out is very difficult. it is easier for them to live out their
sexuality in their holiday destinations.
sexual exploitation does not always involve physical violence. the “sugar daddies”, elderly men,
who usually tend to exploit young boys, act friendly and affectionately. A relationship of dependence
emerges.
without a sense oF guilt
usually, the offenders don’t feel a sense of guilt. they want to believe that the local women, youth
and children like what they do and that it corresponds to their traditions and culture because the
local men treat them accordingly. this is one reason why it is very difficult to enlighten and inform
these men. some of them even think they are doing these children a social and economical favour.
the oFFenders’ exCuses – statements
“They are very different from the European girls… much more lovingly. They care more about the
man, they do much more to serve him….”
“A child… that’s difficult to say… you can’t just say that’s a child… In Thailand it’s different… Usually a Thai girl gets married with 15.”
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«TAKE A STAND»
Intention

encourage a discussion on the issue of child sex tourism and child prostitution, reflection
on the own knowledge and prejudices

Duration

10 - 20 minutes

Number of
participants

>3

Resources

free space, paper stripes with a chart „i agree“ to „i disagree“, if possible statements
on a flipchart or power point (but not necessary)

Activity

the participants are asked to stand up.
on one end of the room there is a sheet lying on the floor saying “i agree”, on the other
“i disagree.” the participants are asked to take a position within the room according to
statements read out by the facilitator.
After the first statement is read out, the participants take their positions.
now some participants can explain their choice / opinion. After a discussion of the
different opinions, the participants are given the possibility to change position if they
changed their minds. now the next statement can be read.

Source

daphne (methods), 2007:1

statements (examples):
sex tourism only takes place in poor countries
those who abuse children in their holidays have planned it in advance
if a minor girl wants to prostitute herself on voluntarily, we have to respect her decision
Most governments don’t take steps against sex tourism because they don’t want to risk an economic loss
in typical sex tourism destinations, locals do not sexually exploit children themselves
if a sex tourist asks the prostitute about her age and she lies, he’s not to blame
intercourse with young girls reduces the risk of Aids
it makes sense to report suspicious situations to the local police
it makes sense to report suspicious situations to a ngo in your home country
offenders can only be persecuted in the country where the crime was committed
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if you feel insecure or emotionally affected by a statement or a question of a participant, try not to
feel attacked personally, but to understand what he/she exactly intended to say by asking clarifying
questions back to him/her or by passing the question on to the whole group.
“How exactly do you mean…”
“What do you mean by saying….”
“What would YOU do in that situation….»

FACTBOX 15

managing diFFiCulties

if you need more time to cool down the situation (i.e. a conflictive situation), reformulate the statements
neutrally (“ok, A said …, B said…” etc.). on this meta-level, you will be able to take yourself personally
out off the situation more easily and neutralize the discussion a little bit.

«SHOWING AND DISCUSSING MOVIES»
Intention

inform people, as part of a workshop or a public activity

Duration

duration of the film/clip + 15-20 min. discussion and reflection

Number of
participants
Setting
Resources
Activity

any
round circle as fishbowl: the role play is presented in the centre of the round circle
video projector or tv set
choose a movie or advertising spot dealing with the issue of child sex tourism or child
prostitution. there are several clips made by ecpAt or for example scenes from the
movie lilia-4-ever can be used. Be aware of intensive pictures and age requirements!
After showing the movie, encourage a discussion. it is advisable to prepare questions
beforehand. see also factbox 16.
examples:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ODPHV4yjH0M
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U2_W6aEMx1Q
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ephOktn0qqg
some movies: lilja forever, traffic, Al otro lado del mar, human trafficking, trade, it
happened just before, festival, princesas, eastern promises, wir kinder vom Bahnhof
zoo/ we children from Bahnhof zoo, city of god, city of Men, lolita,…

Source

international / germany
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working with movies
when working with moving images, you can use chosen scenes from television films, in-flight movies,
cine films, (youtube-)clips or tv/ad spots. Movies can reach a large public and are an easy way to catch
people emotionally and communicate messages.
good praCtiCes:
keep it short to keep attention!
start the training with the video!
encourage a discussion afterwards!

FACTBOX 16

Activities And Methods for working with young people on the topic of
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(source: report european train-the-trainers seminar, vienna 07/2009, p. 11.)
keep in mind!
Moving images may be disturbing and trigger strong and very intensive emotions! it is not always
suitable to watch a movie with minors. choose every scene very carefully, do not show violent pictures,
it could affect your group negatively. it is better to show one scene less than one too much. Budget
enough time for the group to calm down and discuss and ask questions about what they have seen!

ROLE GAME/DEBATE «PROTECTING CHILDREN IN TOURISM»
Intention

showing and discussing the different point of views concerning csec in tourism
and ways to protect the children. the participants learn how to use their theoretical
knowledge within a discussion and argue within their role.

Duration

about 90 minutes

Number of
participants
Resources
Activity

–
role cards
distribute the roles and role cards. the participants decide on a name, an opening
statement and write down arguments. some of the participants should be observers.
then, the debate is performed. Afterwards the debate and arguments should be
discussed; there should be enough time for this discussion, so every discussant and
observer gets the chance to reflect and talk about the debate.
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moderator
think of a name for yourself and an opening statement.
your tasks are:
introduction into the topic
Asking the guests to introduce themselves with their name, function and opening statement
at the beginning
leader of the discussion; watch out that everyone follows the discussion rules
help: introducing words to the discussion could be:
child sex tourism is a gigantic worldwide booming industry at the costs of children
some horrifying numbers: According to estimations over 2 million children are sexually
exploited, but only one out of 1.000 cases is solved.
how can we protect children in tourism? Ask all experts from the different groups.
tourist
Your situation:
you are planning a trip to thailand and come across the problem of child sex tourism.
you are concerned about the problem. think about a name for yourself and an opening statement.
your task is to ask questions to the experts regarding the problem, i.e.:
who are the offenders?
who is doing something against the problem?
what can tourists do about the problem?
psyChologist
think of a name for yourself and an opening statement.
your task is to talk about the offenders (motives, groups, profiles), point out the problems and show
some possible course of actions.
help: child sex tourists cannot be identified by their appearance, anyone might be one.
2 groups of offenders:
a) paedophiles abuse children deliberately in order to satisfy their disturbed sexual needs.
b) opportunistic offenders do not travel abroad with the purpose to abuse children, but they take
advantage of the opportunity because they lack the social control abroad.
Motives: desire for juvenileness, sexual thrill and virginity; the false believe that having sex with
minors reduces the chances of getting hiv.
proBleMs: sex tourists take advantage of the wage gap between north and south and think they
contribute to poverty reduction.
course of Actions: Awareness raising: make people understand that these acts are unlawful
show social control on vacation and report offenders
Jurist From the department oF JustiCe
think of a name for yourself and an opening statement. your task is to talk about the legal situation,
difficulties and possible course of actions.
lAws for the protection of children
sex tourism is not a trivial offense – it is a serious crime that will be prosecuted in the homeland. the
un convention on rights of children enables international police and judicial cooperation in criminal
matters and the extradition of criminals.
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cAses: the conviction of three men in norway after they had committed the crime on the phillipines;
other convictions were made in germany, Austria, the netherlands and sweden.
difficulties: it is hard to prove the offenders’ guilt and crimes are rarely reported to the police.
course of Actions: Moral courage from tourists is needed: Be aware! when witnessing a crime,
report it immediately to the following places: hotel employee, tourist guide, police or interpol

soCial worker From a Child proteCtion Centre in kenya
think of a name for yourself and an opening statement
your task is to talk about the victims and show possible help.
poverty is often a cause for prostitution. often children are seen as goods in child sex tourism.
sexual exploitation and abuse cause tremendous damage:
physicAl dAMAge: hiv infection, the attempt of abortion leads to interior injuries, infections or even death.
MentAl dAMAge due to psychologicAl strAin: sense of guilt, depression, suicide attempts,
abnormal behaviour are shown by depreciation of the own person, antipathy against the own body,
feeling of being worthless, drug use as an escape from reality.
help froM the child protection centre
information campaigns for the protection of the children from sex tourists, drug abuse and
pregnancy
safe place to escape from sex tourists and pimps
experience of love and respect
therapies to build up dignity and self esteem – children are supposed to learn to love and
respect themselves
apprenticeships to give children a bright future
legal counselling
course of Actions
Make the problems public
Moral courage is very important, everyone has to act
support projects and building with funds
Buy products made by locals in order to allow them living a humane life

representative oF the austrian tourist assoCiation
think of a name for yourself and an opening statement. your task is to reject the accusations that
the tourists association has something to do with child sex tourism and show what the association is
doing in order to fight the problem and protect children in tourism. name the problems and difficulties,
which occur by doing so.
tourism itself is not the cause of the problem which leads to child abuse by sex tourists! problems
are taken care of and the travel industry is trying to establish a code of behaviour, which is not very
easily implemented.
difficulties
infrequent offenders are hard to catch
offenders are seldomly impeached
individuals look away or do not react. it is important that everyone is doing something to
protect children in tourism.
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eCpat spokesperson
think of a name for yourself and an opening statement. your task is to talk about the work ecpAt is
doing, the responsibility of the travel industry and show some possible course of actions.
work of ecpAt
fight against the commercial sexually exploitation of children
stand up for the implementation of child rights and their protection
elucidation of the public
cooperation with the travel industry in order to establish a code of conduct for the protection
of children from sexual exploitation in travel and tourism
trainings for the employees of the travel industry
responsiBility of the trAvel industry
tourism is not the cause of child exploitation, but there are connections: the travel industry is
involved and has to take some responsibility
course of Actions
By establishing the code of conduct the travel industry obligates itself to permute the following
actions:
development of an ethnic company policy for the protection of children
skill enhancement training for the employees in the home and in the destination country
contracts with hotels and other cooperation partners
information and elucidation of customers and travellers
All associate partners have to be informed about the code of conduct
yearly report about the development of the implementation
> unfortunately, only a few hosts take part in this entire action.

what travellers Can do
At a tourist office, ask for the code of conduct to point out the importance of child protection
show moral courage and report incidents to the police, hotel, interpol or the embassy.
financial support of ngos, who fight for the protection of children in tourism.
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«THE PAPER CLIP STORY»
Modul

csec, child prostitution, child sex tourism

Intention

reflect on lifelong psychological effects of csec on the victims

Duration

10 minutes

Number of
participants
Setting
Resources
Activity

2+
sitting together, workshop, public activity
paper clips
every participant gets a paper clip. the trainer asks them to hold it between their fingers
and starts to narrate:
Today I want to tell you a story someone told me some time ago:
There is a girl, grown up in a disconsolate place, living a life of hunger, violence and poverty. She dreams of a better life. Her friends describe their luxurious and colorful lives,
hopeful lives: Bloom like a flower, that’s what the girl wants too. She joins the other girls
in living their life full of glory and happiness.
Bend A flower out of the pAper clip!
the girl gets admission to this world, cause a tourist takes her up to his/hers hotel room
- the flower becomes beautiful
Actually the girl does not want to go with the tourist. the man in charge gives alcohol to
her and says “this helps you to keep cool” -the flower wilts fast
the girl refuses to go with the tourists – they beat her.
the tourists force her to do things she could not even imagine.
everything goes downturn.
Bend A spirAl out of the flower!
there is no luxury anymore, just the boss who wants her to join the tourists. And they
even make pictures of her body. the girl does not know what to do. the only thing she
can feel is her devastated body. she feels like in her life everything goes in circles.
Bend A circle!
there is a raid in the hotel and a woman takes the girl to a quiet house, where she can
rest and get better. After such a long time the young girl feels hope again.
try to Bring the pAper clip BAck to its originAl forM!
the participants will not be able to do this. the paper clip is damaged.
start a discussion about the story, its end and the different actors within the story.
the participants will not be able to do this. the paper clip is damaged.
start a discussion about the story, its end and the different actors within the story.

Source

trainingsmanual zum verhaltenskodex “Schutz der Kinder vor sexueller Ausbeutung im
Tourismus” ecpAt deutschland e.v., 2007 e.v. freiburg, s.28
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4. gender
“Women have been taught that, for us, the earth is flat, and that if we venture out, we will fall off the edge.”
Author Unknown
gender inequality strongly affects children and young people, preventing them from achieving their
fullest potential in life and from enjoying their basic human rights to a full extent. gender inequality
affects all areas of our lives and we therefore have to make sure we approach it as an important component
of all our work and address it accordingly.

deFinitions ConCerning gender
sex: sex refers to the biological characteristics which define humans as female or male. these sets of
biological characteristics are not mutually exclusive as there are individuals who possess both, but these
characteristics tend to differentiate humans as males and females.
gender: gender is different from sex. shortly, it could be described as social sex, a combination of
traditional gender-roles, which are important because they have become institutionalized and even naturalized. for example, it is seen as natural for women to do domestic work, because the traditional
gender role of women is to take care of the family and children.
gender analysis: gender analysis (see below) is a systematic way of looking at the differing impacts
of trafficking and csec on boys and girls.

FACTBOX 17

we tend to be critical players in everything related to social change, but when it comes to being critical
towards our work and the conscious and/or unconscious practices of our organisations, there is a lot of
improvement to be made in understanding the sources of gender inequality.

hegemony: the dominance or leadership of one social group or nation over others.

a) why is gender important?
gender equality is a human right.
gender equality is one of the Millennium development goals of the un.
gender roles and perceptions influence what we perceive as natural and normal. even though they are
not, but cultural embedded views of how a specific gender is linked together with a specific area.
(for example: the woman at home as care taker and the man as bread winner in the business life.)
Boys and girls are sexually exploited on the basis of to the gender stereotypes that are attached to them.
there are other aspects that also have an influence, such as age, class and ethnicity.
for example, a young (age) Asian (ethnicity) girl is often viewed as an exotic sexual object.

B) gender analysis
while performing methods or workshops about csec, with youth or adults, it is important to consider
the gender perspective within the assignment preformed. gender is a highly important factor concerning
commercial sexual exploitation of children and it is an important factor of how to look upon the problem.
implementing gender into assignments could easily be done trough a gender analysis.
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there is no one-fits-all gender analysis you can apply in all cases.
you have to do some research of the specific area for example: what are the prevalent gender stereotypes
of the police officers in a receiving and sending country?
then you have to find out how this influences the view on and the treatment of the boys and girls that are
sexually exploited or trafficked. there are data available on governmental homepages, eu homepages or un
committee homepages on country reports. it can be useful to read the country reports to for example the
cedAw committee and the ngo shadow reports27. try to get sex disaggregated data concerning of the area
investigated. for example: how many boys and girls are in prostitution etc.
you can use a gender analysis in all areas that concern CseC and trafficking.
you can analyse what causes csec and trafficking. or you can analyse how the responses are to csec. one
example to this could be to examine, how the law personnel for example handle male and female victims
of trafficking. does that implicitly include some gender assumptions or stereotypes? (for example the assumption that a girl/boy “deserves” certain things or that it is in a girl’s/boy´s nature to do a specific thing.)
or does a programme aimed to help or prevent trafficking in fact reinforce the gender stereotypes in the
society? do the assumptions result in different responses to the survivors of trafficking and csec etc.?

C) methods For analyzing gender-roles:
Ask yourself the following questions while designing and planning your workshop:
how will this effect boys and girls that are taking part in the assignment?
what are the expected reactions from girls / reactions from boys? Any expected difference?
can we redesign the case-story / assignment to make it more gender neutral?
is it possible to use opposite gender-roles in this assignment?
do we use including language?
this is not a comprehensive list of what to ask and what to include. it depends of the areas/target group that
you work with. for example, is it policemen, volunteers, children etc.

27

cedAw committee, where the country reports and ngo shadow reports are:
http://www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/cedaw/committee.htm child trafficking in the eu - challenges, perspectives and good practices:
http://fra.europa.eu/frawebsite/products/publications_reports/pub_child_trafficking09_en.htm
reports from different countries in the eu:
http://fra.europa.eu/frawebsite/research/background_cr/cr_child_traff_0709_en.htm
good link to the gendernet, good pages recommended, tools for gender mainstreaming and how to teach gender:
http://www.konsnet.dk/default.aspx?id=17223
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«CAN YOU?»
Intention

this game is good as a prelude to any anti-oppressive projects. the participants try to
put them in the position of a given character and will see how few/much possibilities/
freedom certain character has in his/her life. it illustrates individual experiences of
inequalities and it requires that the participants know something about the gender
relations in the given country.

Duration

30 minutes

Number of
participants
Resources

copies of the questions, copies of the roles already cut up, space!

Activity

1. hand out a role to all the participants for example ”poor young girl”, “father in the family”,
“oldest sister”, “middle son”, “chief of the village”, “asylum seeker (young women)”,
”police man”, “rich old women”, “single mother with 2 children”, “homosexual”, “street
child”, etc. to each member of the group. Ask them not to discuss the card with each
other. the different roles shall reflect the different experiences or lack of choices/possibilities people have in the country. if differs from country to country what group that gets
discriminated against and in what way, so the list is not comprehensive, just illustrative
of what the roles can be. the same is valid for the question right below. it may differ
depending on the country and its cultural practices and norms.
2. start at one end of the room and set a moving-direction. now the trainer starts to
ask the questions below. when a character is able to answer the question with yes, he/
she takes a step forward. for example “do you feel safe going home alone at night?”
then the policeman takes a step forward but the poor young girl stays where she is. you
keep asking questions until the different experiences are visible for all the participants
meaning that they can see which character hasn’t moved and who moved quickly.

Questions

can you use public transport?
do you feel safe going home alone at night?
do you feel comfortable kissing your partner in public?
do you feel that people listen to you?
do you feel welcome at your local youth club?
you go into a club full of white men: do you stay?
do you feel comfortable drinking in a pub on your own?
if you are competing with people of a similar standard for the same job, do you do you
see yourself represented on tv?
do you always have enough food?
can you easily adopt a child?
do you think you receive fair treatment from the police?
do you feel comfortable moving into a shared house?
would you get a job as a nanny easily?
can you play football easily?
...(these are just a few examples, please find your own, fitting questions)

Reﬂection &
evaluation

once the ‘race’ has taken place discuss how it felt? how does it feel to be at the “front”
or “back” of the field? who is in front and who is in the back? does a homosexual get as
far as a policeman? who was in the front and who was in the back of all the characters?
what does it say about the possibilities they have? does the oldest sister have as many
possibilities as the middle son etc.?

Source
28

any, but more fun with a large group

hilary spiers - t-kit on social inclusion28

www.youth-partnership.net/youth-partnership/publications/t-kits/t_kits
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«DISCUSSION: GENDER-ROLES»
Intention

Make the participants rethink their prejudices

Duration

30 minutes

Number of
participants
Setting
Resources
Activity

4+
plenum
flipchart, separate (small) paper, adhesive tape.
draw a boy and a girl. now write down all associations the participants have for the girl
and the boy on two separate papers – one for the boy and one for the girl. when done,
flip it around, move all the associations they have for girls to the boy and vice versa. now
put some subject up for discussion.
for exAMple:
«is the boy as likely to get raped now as the girl was before?»
«is the boy someone you would feel safe with?»
«is the girl still a girl?»
«does this make the boy gay?»
«do you think that a man who acts like that can be a dad?»
«do you think that a woman who acts like that can be a good mother?»

Source

press - save the children youth
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5. methods suitaBle For all CseC-related topiCs
«THEMATIC ALPHABET»
Intention

guided brainstorming to open up topics; participants will be shown their knowledge in
the specific topic at this point of the training; to clear up with stereotypes/prejudices in
specific topics.

Duration

ca. 10 - 20 min. (set the time limit before!)

Number of
participants
Resources
Activity

>3
sheets of paper (with or without Alphabet), pencils, (flipchart).
participants divided in groups of three are asked to find different words to a term of the
topic (i.e. child, sexual exploitation, offender…) listed up vertically or to the alphabet.
the task order would be: “find characteristic words for the topic of child-sextourism /
offenders / childhood / trafficking of children for sexual purposes…”
for exAMple:

C
h
i
l
d

…
ome
…
ove
…

a buse
B urden
C hild

...when all groups are finished, a final round- verbally or on a flipchart- for gathering all
words- will show the wide range of interpretations and knowledge of the participants.
during the training, the trainer can get back to words named in this opening activity to
show, that the knowledge is already present in the group.
Source

trainingsmanual zum verhaltenskodex “Schutz der Kinder vor sexueller Ausbeutung im
Tourismus” ecpAt deutschland e.v., 2007 e.v. freiburg, s.28

«DISCUSSION: 4 CORNERS»
Intention

Make the participants reflect on their own prejudices and also make them come up
with arguments on their opinions.

Duration

10 min - 30 min

Number of
participants

10+

Resources

paper

Setting

divide a room into 4 corners, name the corners «yes/Agree», «no/disagree», «maybe»
and «don‘t know»

Activity

write down different statements that relate to the topic of the workshop, if it‘s on gender,
write statements on the women’s role in the family for instance. if it‘s on child rights, you
might say: “the right to education is the most important right.”
the participants are gathered in the middle of the room, the leader of the activity
makes different statements, and then they have to make a stand. it is a good idea to use
statements that are a little bit on the edge or are provocative, such as: “All feminists are
lesbians” or “all sex workers have chosen their situation by themselves”.

Source

press - save the children youth norway.
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«POSTER-NIGHT»
Module

csec topics, Activity

Intention

information, fun activity

Duration

30 minutes - a few hours

Number of
participants
Setting
Resources

29

29

2+
the city, and an office or other places to plan the activity
lots of posters, tape or other ways to hang up posters

Activity

A fun way to inform is by putting up posters by night. especially if you have a younger
youth group. Meet up in the evening, divide up in teams of 2+ and cover the town with
posters!
to do:
Make posters.
find something to glue up the posters. tape and a powerful stapler is good.
if you‘re broke make glue of flour and hot water.
divide up areas and clarify where it‘s allowed to hang up posters and where it‘s not.
Meet up in the start, and go to something cosy after hanging up the posters.
the value here is just as much information to the public as building your own group
and having fun

Source

press – save the children youth norway

Before planning this activity, check the legal regulations on taping posters in the public space, in some countries this might be forbidden
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«STOP SIGN»
Module

csec

Intention

working in groups, discussion, planning a further activity, dealing with emotions while
working on tough csec subjects

Duration

45-60 minutes

Number of
participants
Setting
Resources

max. 20 participants
big room with or without tables, enough space to spread in groups
four sheets of A2 or A1 paper, red marker, 2-3 pens per group

Preparation

combine four sheets of A1/2 paper into a big one. draw a huge red stop sign, so that
every sheet is divided into a bigger and a smaller part by the contour of the red stop
sign. put a mark on the right upper corner to remember how to put them together after
working in groups.

Activity

the group is divided into four parts. each of them gets a sheet of the prepared paper.
the exercise for the groups is to think about their emotions and recommendation concerning the issue of csec. what could be done to avoid it? what did the participants feel
during the workshop and while talking about the issue?
the smaller part on the paper is the emotional-part, the bigger the operation-part. each
group has 10-15 minutes to discuss and write down what they have in mind.
After this each group can be asked to present their outcomes. put the sheets together so
the stop sign appears. Ask the participants to think of an action to carry out their wish
to end csec to the politics or general public.
this method is good to create a common activity; each participant can learn what to do
against bad feelings and also how to react to the problem, for example choosing one of
the recommendations.
the exercise can also be done on individual basis or with a smaller group, by giving
each participant an A4 paper.

Source

Aktion weißes friedensband e.v. germany
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«EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES»
Intention

experiencing of hurdles and difficulties that provide roadblocks to the equality of all

Duration

20 minutes

Setting
Resources
Preparation
Activity

free movement throughout the room
cards of fate, box.
copy of worksheet, cards of fate (cards with short description of virtual character,
some information on status/situation etc.) in a box.
Ask the participants to stand in the center of the room in a single line and to hold each
other’s hands. explain the game. the goal is to be the first to reach the finish wall. fate
will decide who is allowed to move. walk through the room carrying the container with
the cards of fate and ask each participant to draw a card and read it. you will give one
by one instruction as to who is allowed to move. it all begins with gender. Ask those
whose gender is male to take a step forward. All those, whose fate it is to be a woman,
are required to stand still. proceed based on the following instructions:
gender:

MAle
feMAle

>
>

1 step forward
1 step back

skin Color:

white
dArk

>
>

1 step forward
1 step back

religion:

none
christiAn
islAMic
Jewish

>
>
>
>

stand still
stand still
1 step back
1 step back

sChool
eduCation:

not grAduAted
not grAduAted
yes
university

>
>
>
>

1 step back
1 step back
stand still
2 steps forward

other: Depending on what the cards say: e.g.:
per foreign lAnguAge
hoMosexuAls
ApplicAnts for AsyluM
feMAle MigrAnts
feMAle citizens
lAnguAge of country
not nAtive lAnguAge
physicAl hAndicAp

>
>
>
>
>
>

1
3
3
2
1
2

step forward
steps back
steps back
steps back
step forward
steps back

>

3 steps back

once you have completed all criteria on the cards of fate, ask the participants if they
can think of any other criteria. why criteria translate into a step forward, which into a
step back? once all participants have “arrived at their place in life”, ask them to once
again take each other’s hands. can they still reach each other? Ask the first participant
to read out loud his/her card of fate. did the others expect it to be the description of the
first place? then ask the last participant to read out loud his/her card of fate. does the
result surprise the other participants?
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Follow-up
& Analysis

who decides today what our opportunities in life will be? which factors do we control
ourselves? which ones are beyond our control? which of these factors give any indication that a person might be at risk of becoming a victim of trafficking in human beings?
this game can be rather depressing. it is therefore important to follow-up with a
motivating unit. looking into the women’s rights convention would be an adequate one,
as it shows that strong efforts are being made on an international basis to offer women
better opportunities.

Source

daphne project (2007): human rights and trafficking in women and young people.
An educational toolkit for teachers and students. Methodological guide.
Authors: dina nachbaur.
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gender: MAle
skin Colour: white
religion: none
sChool eduCation: not grAduAted

gender: feMAle
skin Colour: dArk
religion: none
sChool eduCation: university
other: 3 foreign lAnguAges +++

gender: MAle
skin Colour: white
religion: none
sChool eduCation: yes
other: citizen +

gender: feMAle
skin Colour: white
religion: none
sChool eduCation: not grAduAted
other: citizen +

gender: MAle
skin Colour: white
religion: christiAn
sChool eduCation: not

gender: feMAle
skin Colour: white
religion: islAMic
sChool eduCation: yes
other: 2 foreign lAnguAges

gender: MAle
skin Colour: white
religion: islAMic
sChool eduCation: not grAduAted
other: rich pArents +++

gender: MAle
skin Colour: white
religion: christiAn
sChool eduCation: university

gender: MAle
skin Colour: white
religion: BuddhisM
sChool eduCation: yes

gender: MAle
skin Colour: white
religion: none
sChool eduCation: yes
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6. aCtivism and puBliCity
a) your road to suCCessFul aCtivism & puBliCity
this chapter reflects on alternative ways to work with a subject. these methods are examples on how to
work for your cause in a different way. the ideas are for inspiration. you can use them as they are, or change
them that they fit in your own campaign. don‘t be afraid to try something new.
when working with activism you‘ve got a wide variety of goals and ways of reaching those goals. it can be
everything from handing out flyers to hidden street theatre. even though the methods and goals vary a lot,
there are a few steps that will make it all a lot easier.
1. goal: what do you want to achieve? is it informing the man on the street on a specific subject, or maybe
media coverage to put your subject on the political agenda? Maybe confront a politician with their actions
or promises? either way, defining this in the start is going to make the whole process a lot easier.
2. mood/style: depending on the subject and the group you are targeting, you might want to try different
approaches. if it‘s the first time you‘re trying to influence a politician, having a positive approach is the
best way of reaching your goal. if a politician have neglected your subject and approaches for a long time the
possibility of being a bit aggressive is more relevant to prove your feelings and demand action.
Also, generally people are less likely to listen to you if you have an aggressive approach, since they‘ll back
away.
tip: free giveaways together with some information are a combination that gets people to actually read
the flyers.
3. the Brainstorm: start to form ideas! in the start, everything is a good idea- don‘t say no to anything.
write down random words (example: truck, dirty, surprise, hidden theatre can form a hidden theatre where
you drop a truckload of people in dirty clothes in the middle of the town to put focus on trafficking) and use
it to try and form ideas. when you have a lot of words and ideas try to narrow it down to a solid idea.
4. knowledge: have a session for everyone participating where you talk about the subject and why you‘re
doing it. Both lectures on the subject, training in how to talk to people on the streets is important. discuss
questions the participants have, get it all out in the open so they‘ll feel comfortable going out on the streets.
this is especially important the first times to give the participants confidence.
5. praCtiCal: form different groups. some make flyers, some make press notices (if you‘ve got something
that will look good on a picture, include it), some make banners if you need that, have someone prepare
talking to media, and so on.
6. the aCtual aCtivity: Make it happen! Meet up in good time, make sure everything is ready. call your
press contact and make sure he/she is coming. Make sure everyone feels ready; if not, hook up the people
that feel a little bit unsure with someone they can talk to and get answers to their questions from. it‘s
important to make these events positive, so people have fun doing it. remember to evaluate afterwards.

B) things to rememBer
have something big that catch peoples‘ attention. this will make it easier to talk to people, and the press
loves to have something unusual to take pictures of or film.
don‘t be afraid to think new. for example make a memorial in memory of the victims of csec.
even though things might be «too much» for some people and seem aggressive, it can strongly move
others.
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C) puBliC aCtivism aCtivities:
«HIDDEN THEATRE: THE TRUCK»
Intention

information to “the man in the street”, media

Duration

15 minutes +

Number of
participants
Setting
Resources
Activity

10+
At a central place
A truck, some flyers
use dirty clothes etc. to illustrate, put all the people inside the truck and then unload
them with the truck in the middle of the town. the participants then walk around like
they don‘t know what has happened, and what‘s going on.
the point is to get people wondering, and you use this opportunity to catch their attention.
remember to ask the police so that you don‘t get towed in.

Source

press - save the children youth norway, Augusto Boal – theatre of the oppressed

«DEMONSTRATION: MEMORIAL»
Module

Activism

Intention

spread the word/information, gather signatures, media

Duration

All together, 4 hours, with the actual demonstration being 30 mins - 2 hours

Number of
participants
Setting

5+
in the main street

Resources

general knowledge on your subject, some hard facts. small grave candles, letters,
flowers, maybe a teddy bear

Activity

- define your goal. spread knowledge or get signatures for a specific cause maybe?
- define work roles, give different people different jobs. the things you need are:
1. flyer
2. A small card with some punch lines on the subject the people participating in the demo.
3. press releases.
4. Ask the police so you don‘t get thrown away
5. decide who is going to talk to the media, and prepare!
gather the group, the flyers, candles and everything else you might have. divide up,
have some stand by the memorial, and someone to go around handing out flyers and
talking to people walking by. keep the person that is the media contact free so he/she
has the possibility to talk to the media.

Source

press - save the children youth norway
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moBilizing
one of the biggest jobs when working with activism is getting people to actually show up. use all social
networks and ways of contacting people as possible. Mention it on meeting with your group, call your
members, make events on social networks (facebook etc.) and generally hype the event. once you‘re
getting into a routine it will get easier and even contribute with new members.

FACTBOX 18
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«FLASHMOB: HOW VISIBLE DOES IT HAVE TO BE?»
Intention

Media, affect the man on the street

Duration

~2 minutes (a few days/weeks of planning)

Number of
participants
Setting
Resources

As many as possible; at least 20
Anywhere central
t-shirt for each

Activity

Make t-shirts, one for each participant. some of the t-shirts should say «how visible
does it have to be?», while the others have statements like:
«I‘ve been sexually abused», «I was a victim of trafficking»...
the participants put sweaters on top of the t-shirts, and meet in the square, take of their
sweaters and freeze on the spot with the t-shirts. then after a minute or two (make up
a specific time, signal to break), break up, but make sure some ones there to hand out
information, or leave a lot of posters on the wall etc, as long as it‘s visible.

Source

press - save the children youth norway

«CELEBRATE A DAY»
Module

child pornography and other csec topics, celebration, street action

Intention

Mark the day, spread the word

Duration

whatever you feel like

Number of
participants
Setting
Resources

2+ (if not it gets a bit boring)
in the street
information and gifts for people

Activity

choose a special day to celebrate (for example the 20th of november, the birthday of the
convention on the rights of the child (crc), other un days etc.).
Make it look like a real birthday party, sing songs, hand out gifts and cakes, use balloons
and other festive things to illustrate it.
glue small articles from the crc on the cups for example, then make them read it and
give them a cup of coffee/hot chocolate. this gives them positive thoughts about the
crc while giving them a little knowledge.

Source

press - save the children youth norway
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«AD-BUSTING»
Module

child pornography and other csec topics, Ad-busting

Intention

catch people’s attention

Duration

15 minutes

Number of
participants
Setting
Resources
Activity

2+
in the streets, preparation in the office
pens and big stickers
take a commercial you don‘t like, analyze it, and find out what you don‘t like about it. An
example could be a commercial poster with a woman/girl with unnatural shapes, that
has either gone through plastic surgery or been «fixed in photo shop». take some big
stickers with the text like «fake» and put it over the parts of the poster that needs it. it‘s
likely to be taken down pretty fast unless you reach some pretty unreachable places.
this is one of the easier ways of ad-busting, you can do bigger things, like repaint
posters, edit things in photo shop, maybe change the name or the logo of the product to
something that reflects your dissatisfaction with the commercial you‘re working with,
then spread it in different ways.
the key is to be creative.

Source

press - save the children youth norway
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appendix

a) longer worksheets & Case stories
1. postCards Children´s rights
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2. desire and needs-Cards
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Case stories
these are just a few case stories, we already worked with. of course you can use different case stories for
the same methods. this list of case stories is not exhaustive, please use other case stories if you think the
story doesn´t meet the activities objective.

1. sophie 1 - Child prostitution, Child traFFiCking
A girl named sophie wearing lots of brash make-up has been seen by some ngo street workers, working
with adult prostitutes in a red light district in vienna. she was standing there in a group together with other
adult sex workers from Bulgaria.
while the group of Bulgarian women was around it was impossible to get in contact with the girl, though
she was keeping eye contact with the street workers and was listening atten-tively, but she preferred not
to speak at all. while standing with these women, there was no chance of bringing up the topic of minors
also it would have been a security risk to talk about it at this moment. it seemed as if the group had been
watched by the men standing nearby.
on the next day, the street workers team talked about what they had seen and what they should do next so
they could help the girl without endangering her. on the same day, dele-gates from ecpAt, the police and the
ludwig Boltzmann institute for human rights dis-cussed what the street workers had observed the evening
before. they intensively talked about what would be best for the girl and in what way any interventions
would affect her.
they decided to get in touch with the “drehscheibe*”, a special establishment of the city of vienna, which
shelters trafficked children when they are caught by the police, and make a report to the police. A report to
the authorized police station wouldn’t have been the right solution, because a police operation with uniforms
and police cars may have scared the group, they would have gone underground and the girl would have
disappeared with them.
during the phone talk with the drehscheibe it became explicit that neither the drehscheibe nor the youth
welfare service of this district has been mandated to work on the streets. they only deal with children and
youth if they decide to go there by themselves or if the police drop them off.
A few days later the possible under aged girl had been seen again, in the same area in a simi-lar situation.
After contacted, the police gave instructions to anonymously follow this new hint, which has been done. the
outcome is unknown to the ngo, which reported this case as it was out of their responsibility to follow the
girl’s case. within the ngo team it was, nonetheless, discussed how to handle similar cases in the future
and an internal guide has been compiled.”
source: ecpAt Austria
questions to cAse story sophie:
is this a case of child trafficking? explain your answer!
what kinds of actors are involved in this case?
what could be an outcome of the discussion how to handle a similar case for the ngo?
do you have suggestions how the case should/could be handled in general?

2
*

this is a real story, only the name is changed.
(the drehscheibe is a shelter for child trafficking victims in vienna run by the youth welfare)
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2. ivana- Child traFFiCking, Child pornography
ivana is a fourteen year old girl from a small, poor village in russia. A model agency is visiting to find new
models. ivana and her friends went to the photo shoot (without the knowledge of their parents). the 10 most
promising girls get to join a european tour and ivana is one of the 10 girls who got picked. she quit school
to see the world and to get her own salary. her parents are doubtful but approve when she promises to send
money to their poor home. instead she ends up at a brothel in a foreign country.
source: ecpAt sweden
questions to cAse story ivAnA
where should this process have stopped in order to prevent the trafficking of ivana?
what problems are behind this?
what can be done for ivana now, and whose responsibility is that?
who is to blame for her situation? possible answers: ivana herself, her parents, the per-petrators, the
school, who didn’t inform enough about this problem, the local society, others...

3. maria 2- CseC,
Child traFFiCking, Child pornography, Child prostitution, Child sex tourism
Maria is a 14-year-old Moldavian (eastern europe) girl. A few days ago a group of people came to her village and offered her parents, and her friends’ parents, to go together with the girls and boys to the coast,
where the young people (13-16 years old) could spend one month holiday and could improve their english
skills. the parents didn’t ask much and de-cided for their kids that they should use this seemingly fantastic opportunity. As they arrived at the coast, the young people could actually enjoy their holidays a bit, but
only if they fin-ished their daily work. this work consisted of acting as a model for nude photos. every day
they had to be available for sex tourists who where spending their holidays at the Black sea like the young
people. when they came home, some of the young people were ready to take this trip again if they receive
approximately 10 dollars.
source: costachi J., catana t., chirita o., (2003): trafficking in children for sexual exploitation in the
republic of Moldova- Joint east west research project on trafficking in children for sexual purposes
in europe: the sending countries, ecpAt europe law enforcement group, chishinau. the story is
based on real facts
questions to cAse story MAriA
which form of commercially sexual exploitation can be found in the case story (child trafficking, child
prostitution, child sex tourism, child pornography)?
is it ok, if Maria decides on her own what to do to earn money “voluntarily”?
to which things can Maria agree, to which not?
who is involved in Maria’s exploitation?

2

see costachi J., catana t., chirita o., (2003): trafficking in children for sexual exploitation in the republic of Moldova- Joint east west research project on
trafficking in children for sexual purposes in europe: the sending countries, ecpAt europe law enforcement group, chishinau. the story is based on real facts.
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4. sonia 3 - Child prostitution, Child sex tourism
sonia began to work as a prostitute, when she was 13. she’s living at the german-czech boarder and her
family doesn’t have enough money to support her and her 4 brothers and sisters. in the beginning her
family helped finding sex tourists for sonia. sonia tried many times to find another job, but she was never
successful. with no other job she could make so much money like with the german sex tourists, which are
sonia’s “regular customers”. now sonia is 16. she still has her regular customers but she doesn’t earn as
much as her younger “colleagues”. therefore she does what many older children are doing: she’s recruiting
new children to work in prostitution. she could also help her younger brother honza (10 years old) to earn
money. for conveying and training the children she earns 60% of the money that they earn from the german
sex tourists. therefore everybody is benefitting from the situation.
source: ecpAt Austria
questions to cAse story soniA
which form of commercially sexual exploitation can be found in the case story (child trafficking,
child prostitution, child sex tourism, child pornography)?
is it ok, if sonia decides on her own what to do to earn money “voluntarily”?
to which things can sonia agree, to which not?
who is involved in sonia’s exploitation?

5. sona – Child prostitution, Child traFFiCking
sona began working as a prostitute in a latin American country when she was evicted from home at the age
of 14. she tried to get other jobs as well, but always returned to prostitution. when she was 17, a taxi driver
invited her to go to europe. the taxi driver said she was very pretty and would make a fortune if she moved
to europe and worked there. with her looks, he said, she could probably work as a model, and he would take
care of all the ar-rangements. sona was very tempted but still afraid. After a while she accepted his offer.
it took him a month to arrange everything for her. three other girls went with her. when they got to europe,
another taxi driver took their passports and said they needed to trust him since the city was very dangerous.
they had to work everyday from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. as prostitutes and were told that they would not get their
passports back before the house manager was paid back for the travel arrangements. sona says she expected prostitution but had never imagined she would be a prisoner, threatened day and night.
source: ecpAt Austria
questions to cAse story sonA
is this a case of trafficking or smuggling? please explain your answer.
is sona performing voluntary prostitution or is this sexual exploitation – what do you think?
did sona consent to human trafficking?
who are the acting persons sona is involved with? smugglers, traffickers, friends, pimps etc?
is sona still a minor when she arrived in europe or an adult?
to what did sona consent to and what not?
what is the essential difference between ‘trafficking’ of an adult and ‘trafficking’ of a child?
3

cathrin schauer: kinder auf dem strich - Bericht von der deutsch-tschechischen grenze ,hg: unicef deutschland, ecpAt deutschland, horlemann-verlag,
Bad honnef, 2003
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6. Case JoB agenCy- Child pornography, Child traFFiCking
A taxi driver has reported to his local police station that he was taking some young girls from an office in
town to the airport and one of the girls was very upset and crying in the car. she seemed to be upset at
photographs that were taken of her, and was telling the other girls that ‘she was not that type of person’, and
asking why it was necessary to have photographs taken with no clothes on for a job in a hotel abroad. the
taxi driver believes that there is something ‘fishy’ about the office where he picked up the girls.
the police officer that takes the report from the taxi driver passes it on to his superior. the senior officer
decides that the police should investigate this agency. initial enquiries show that this is a business that
arranges jobs abroad for young women, with the incentive that they can also study in a foreign country and
learn a foreign language. the police started in-vestigating the agency. they suspect that it is in fact recruiting young women to work in the prostitution business abroad. it may be also making pornography. the
agency is located downtown in the business section of a large city.
source: ecpAt Austria
investigAting cAse story JoB Agency
in this case, make the group plan the investigation, including a raid on the agency. the participants should
think of the work that will be done prior to the raid being carried out, which might include:
surveillance
taking a statement from the taxi driver
identification of any other relevant evidence about the agency
requesting assistance from specialized police officers or other experts
check of Missing persons list; using taxi driver to identify possible victims; interviewing parents of
missing persons
requesting assistance from government or non-governmental child welfare organiza-tions
notification to border police and enquiries with the airport police
in plAnning the rAid, they should tAke Account of:
the timing of the raid
the search warrant you will need
the personnel that should be present for the raid
the back-up support you might need from your colleagues
the back-up support you might need from other persons/organisations
how you will handle any evidence you find
what you will do with that evidence
how you will handle any suspects you find
how you will handle any clients of the agency you find
how you will handle any victims of the agency you find, including minors
what difficulties you might encounter in getting cooperation from others
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7. Case Brothel Catalogue- Child prostitution
A man tells a friend of his that he frequents a brothel in town, especially when his wife is away on business
in another town. he is a rich businessman. he tells his friend that the cli-ents of the brothel can choose
their partners from a catalogue, and that he was surprised to see that very young girls and even boys were
on offer. the ages were not given in the cata-logue, but it was clear from the photographs that there were
children on offer, and the cata-logue encouraged clients with words like ‘Baby chick’, and ‘school scamp’.
however, he per-sonally does not feel comfortable having sex with a minor, since he has young children
him-self, and he has not used one of these young prostitutes. he does, however, like to try out the different
adult women in the brothel. there is a very wide choice, including African and Asian women.
the friend is appalled at the idea that foreign women and children are being used for sex in his country. in
his opinion this is encouraging the spread of Aids. he telephones the police and reports the brothel, but does
this anonymously, as he does not want to give the name of his friend, or his own name, to the police. the
brothel is in an apartment block in a prestigi-ous part of the city. the police are concerned that some of the
clients might be quite influen-tial members of society. it is likely that the means of communication between
the persons who own the operation are sophisticated, because this appears to be a high-class operation
and highly secretive.
source: ecpAt Austria
investigAting cAse story Brothel cAtAlogue
in this case, make the group plan the investigation, including a raid on the agency. the par-ticipants should
think of the work that will be done prior to the raid being carried out, which might include:
staking out the brothel
following any suspects emerging from it
taking statements from the owners of property in the same building, or from businesses in the immediate
vicinity
enquiries with foreign police forces
check of Missing persons list
requesting assistance from government or non-governmental child welfare organisa-tions
requesting assistance from specialised police officers or other experts
checking newspapers or magazines for advertisements which might relate to the brothel
in plAnning the rAid, they should tAke Account of:
the timing of the raid
the search warrant you will need
the personnel that should be present for the raid
the back-up support you might need from your colleagues
the back-up support you might need from other persons/organisations
how you will handle any evidence you find
what you will do with that evidence
how you will handle any suspects you find
how you will handle any clients of the brothel you find there
how you will handle any adult prostitutes you find there
how you will handle any prostituted children you find there
what difficulties you might encounter in getting cooperation from others
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8. sara – Child traFFiCking, Child prostitution
sara was not able to find a job when she finished her education at the age of 20. she was unemployed for a
year and lived with her parents in an eastern european country. the situa-tion was very difficult for them all.
Many people she knew had gone abroad and earned money to support themselves and their families. sara
wanted to do the same. A woman she knew put her in touch with a man who said he could help her obtain
a job as a waitress in a south-eastern european country. the man offered his help in obtaining a passport
and a ticket and said that she could reimburse him later. sara told all her friends and family she was leaving
and they were all happy for her. some of sara’s friends wanted to leave with her. when sara arrived in the
country of destination, she was handed over to a group of men who told her she owed them money and that
she had to pay off the debts by selling sex.
source: ecpAt Austria
questions to cAse story sArA
is this a case of trafficking or smuggling? please explain your answer.
who are the acting persons sara is involved with? smuggler, traffickers, friends etc?
is sara an adult or a minor?
to what did sara consent to and what not?
can an adult consent to exploitation or trafficking? And what is the difference in these cases to children?

9. aFriCa – Child traFFiCking
police rescued 116 male children and young adults from slave camps inside an African coun-try. the rescued victims were only some of those enslaved in child slave camps discovered in the western states of this
country. the victims, all of a neighbouring country nationality, were camped in the bush without any shelter
and forced to sleep outside on the bare ground. they were used to crush granite and stones at quarry sites
in the camps. the chil-dren’s parents had allegedly released them to labour traffickers, many in the hope of
a bet-ter future for their children. some of the children had been working in the quarries for up to four years.
source: ecpAt Austria
questions to cAse story AfricA:
is this a case of trafficking or smuggling? please explain your answer.
what is the essential difference between ‘trafficking’ of an adult and ‘trafficking’ of a child?
did the obvious consent of the parents matter?
how do you think a child’s ‘consent’ is relevant to human trafficking?
what could be the reasons that non-national children are being trafficked from one to an-other country?
what makes children vulnerable to being trafficked?
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10. nina 4 - Child prostitution
nina grew up with her biological parents until she reached the age of four. As her father died, nina’s life
changed completely. As her mother was an alcoholic, she lived with her grandmother from that time on.
when nina was 12 years old, her grandmother died. that was a very painful loss for her. “…when my
grandma died, i felt that my life was over…” nina says that she lost control from that time on. nina went
back to her mother, who had married again in the meantime and had two other children. her mother’s new
partner – as other family members too – attacked her violently.
nina doesn’t like to be reminded of her school time. “yes, they always messed around with me…scurvy
sod and such things…” nina finished the 9th school-year 5, but she broke off her apprenticeship shortly
before the end. nina’s puberty was characterized by auto aggressive behaviour – she said that she had
bulimia and harmed herself. she regularly had conflicts with her step-father that often resulted in violence.
nina ran away from home several times and says that her parents refused to let her come back home when
she reached age 14. “…they threw me out and then i took an apartment…a very cheap one…i had to
take an apartment, because i didn’t want to live on the street…i let a 14-year-old junkie live at my
place, who has approached me at karlsplatz6 when i was on the way to my regular haunt….”
through this friend, nina made first experiences with drugs. nina can barely remember her first time when
she had to prostitute herself, as the 15-year old girl was full with drugs at that time: “…he7 has approached me and showed me how to prostitute myself and stuff like that…and then i tried it. it was just
a gruesome feeling and i was so full with drugs that i didn’t realize what was happening…because
you can’t do such things when you are so-ber…at least i can’t…i could never prostitute myself the
way i am now…i couldn’t…”
nina who prostitutes herself for five years now, describes her punters in the following way: “…most of
them actually also have child’s safety seats in the back…absolutely ordinary family men…most of
them were turkish, but i didn’t go with them…actually absolutely ordinary older men…the whole
range of society …people, who you would never think of as going on the streets…just like very ordinary men…they simply go for younger girls. i think, that they, i don’t know, maybe feel inferior and
then feel proud when having a 14 year-old girl in the car…that’s what i rather believe…that this is
their problem…or that they do not get sex at home…or that their claims are not satisfied at home…
most of them get violent by the time…there are a lot of violent punters…i mean, 70 percent of them
are violent and 30 percent are actually really nice men…where you think…young men…who would
never go on the streets and buy a girl…in the 2nd district8 they were actually nicer than there9…”
source: ecpAt Austria
questions to cAse story ninA:
which form of commercially sexual exploitation can be found in the case story (child trafficking, child
prostitution, child sex tourism, child pornography)?
is it ok, if nina decides on her own what to do to earn money „voluntarily“?
to which things can nina agree, to which not?
who is involved in nina’s exploitation?
4

5
6
7
8
9

the following case story was made up by the both writers carolin tener and tina ring from material of their survey: tener/ring (2006): Auf dem strich.
Mädchenprostitution in wien. (on the streets. girls prostitution in vienna.) Milena, vienna
in Austria, the compulsory education takes 9 years
place in vienna that is known for its drug scene
the junkie living at her place
vienna consists of 23 districts
in the 15th district
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11. gaBriele10 – Child prostitution, Child pornography
gabriele was born in vienna und spent her first years with her natural parents and her brothers in a flat in
vienna. during her childhood and youth she spent a few years with her grandmother and also in various
children’s homes. she also reports that she lived with her aunt because she ran away from home.
for many years gabriele suffered sexual abuse from her natural father. “… my father as-saulted me …
between my 3rd and 16th year of age … first he groped me with his fingers and when i was older he
used his penis … then i got pregnant from him … i had my first child, then the second and the third
… well the second i would have received, but i lost it, because he kicked me in my stomach … and
the third i had aborted.” gabriele remained silent for the many years that she was exposed to the sexual
violence of her father because of her fear.
when gabriele was 9 years old her father also used her for pornographic purposes. she tells that he as well
as his friend forced her into sexual activities in front of a running camera. “my father sold me to a friend
who made pornographic videos with me … well, either they simply penetrated me or i had to make it
orally …”. in the beginning she did not realise what happens to her. “... in the beginning i did not realise
but then i did …“. After some time also her mother became aware. “one day my mother was upstairs
with karl and he just looked at the video where i was shown and she sees that and asks ‘what are
you do-ing with my child’? … well and suddenly the police came and he was arrested … he also
went naked, stark-naked on the street, wearing a coat and when a child passed by ‘do you want a
lollipop’, gave him a lollipop and suddenly opened his coat …”.
gabriele’s father was – as well as his friend karl – convicted for his activities and imprisoned for one and a
half years. since he was released gabriele has seen her father a few times. “on the street … and he asked
me if i want to move in with him because he is aware that i do live on the street and he said `you
can move in with me, but you have to let me fuck you and you have to prostitute yourself for me´...”.
gabriele had her first experience with drugs when she was 14 years old. At the age of 16 she prostituted
herself for the first time. she tells about her feelings in this situation. “disgusting ... it was so repulsive
… so … that’s what you have to do … and he pays for it so you have to do him the favour, and he
pays money for that ... then he wanted to do it without condom and so on .. no i don’t do that … then
he hit me ...”.
source: ecpAt Austria
questions to cAse story gABriele:
which form of commercially sexual exploitation can be found in the case story (child trafficking, child
prostitution, child sex tourism, child pornography)?
is it ok, if gabriele decides on her own what to do to earn money „voluntarily“?
to which things can gabriele agree, to which not?
who is involved in gabriele’s exploitation?

10

the following case story was made up by the both writers carolin tener and tina ring from material of their survey: tener/ring (2006): Auf dem strich.
Mädchenprostitution in wien. (on the streets. girls prostitution in vienna.) Milena, vienna
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12. natalya and ilya – Child traFFiCking, Child prostitution
natalya is nearly 18 years old. two months ago she met ilya and they became girlfriend and boyfriend.
ilya tells natalya that he loves her and that he is keen for them to move to an-other country where he has
friends. ilya helps natalya to get her passport and visa and say he will keep them safe. they decide to drive
together. At first all is well and natalya is happy about her new life. however soon ilya begins to change and
starts to hit her. when they ar-rive at his friend’s house natalya is locked in a room and a made to have sex
with other men who visit.
source: stop sex trafficking of children and young people – Body shop & ecpAt campaign
questions to cAse story nAtAlyA And ilyA
is this a case of child trafficking? explain your answer!
what should natalya do now?
who is involved in natalya’s exploitation?

13. zaChery and linda – Child prostitution
zachary pulliam lives in Memphis with his girlfriend linda, 17 years old. he loses his job, and things start
to get a little desperate financially for pulliam. so he decides he can earn extra money by pimping his girlfriend. he buys her some condoms, drops her off on a street cor-ner, and pulls the car over to monitor her
«work». A few cars pull up and ask how much she charges, but she tells them she is «not really a prostitute»
and they all drive away. this really pisses pulliam off, so he beats her with a belt, threatens to cut her with
a box cutter, and locks her in their apartment. she escapes, goes to the police, and he goes to jail.
source: humantrafficking.change.org
questions to cAse story zAchery And lindA
which is the turning point in zachary’s life?
what could be the reason that linda agree to “work” for him?
do you think this story is realistic?

14. mr.B - Child sextourism
Mr B. is from north America, but has a house in south Asia where he stays for many months working as
a volunteer teacher. he often drinks in bars where there are many tourists. Mr. B knows that some of the
tourists have sex with the young women who work in the bars and restaurants locally. sometimes when he
has been drinking, Mr B. will pay to have sex with a young woman without asking if she is over 18 years
old. he knows this is wrong really, but believes that since lots of people do it, and the locals do not seem to
mind, then it must be ok.
source: guide to combating child sex tourism, ecpAt international 2008
questions to cAse story Mr. B.:
do you think Mr B. planned to have sex with a young woman, when you started his trip?
would it make a difference if he asks the women, how old she is?
which roles play the locals?
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15. mrs. a. – Child sextourism
Mrs A is visiting Africa for the first time. she is 40 years old and divorced from her husband. while on holiday
in an African country she had sex with a boy who was 17 years old and who was a waiter in her hotel. she
did not mind paying as it made her feel young and attractive again, and she thought it was fun. she also
thought that she was helping the African boy who was poor.
source: guide to combating child sex tourism, ecpAt international 2008
questions to cAse story Mrs. A.
what are Mrs. A’s reasons for having sex with a young boy
does sextourism helps poor people?
what problems are behind this?

16. paul – Child traFFiCking
paul is 12 years old. he lives with his family in a village in the mountains. one day his uncle visits from the
city and offers to take paul back with him to the city. he says the boy can work for him in his shop where he
sells parts for motor cars. paul’s parents agree. the uncle
says that he will pay the boy some money every week, and paul will be able to send some home to his
parents. the uncle has three children of his own, two boys and a girl. But they are at school and so they are
not able to help in his shop.
source: ecpAt europe law enforcement group programme against trafficking in children for sexual
purpose in europe in cooperation with ecpAt international (2006): combating the trafficking in
children for sexual purposes: A training guide
questions to cAse story pAul:
can you tell whether each of the children described in the case studies
is at risk of being trafficked? or has been trafficked?
is not at risk and has not been trafficked?

17. Christo – Child traFFiCking
christo is 14 years old. he ran away from home because his father had deserted the family, and his mother
had a new boyfriend, who beat him. christo was begging on the streets of a big town when a man and
woman offered to take him to italy with them and find him a job. he goes with them, as he feels there is
nothing for him in his own country, and he does not want to go home again. the man and woman provide
him with papers, which show that he is aged 18. he is brought by bus to a town in italy where he is made
part of a criminal gang that rob cars and other property. when he protests, he is beaten. he is told to follow
the gang’s instructions, or he will be killed.
source: ecpAt europe law enforcement group programme against trafficking in children for sexual
purposes in europe in cooperation with ecpAt international (2006): combating the trafficking in
children for sexual purposes: A training guide
questions to cAse story christo:
can you tell whether each of the children described in the case studies
is at risk of being trafficked? or has been trafficked?
is not at risk and has not been trafficked?
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B) the un Convention on the rights oF the Child (CrC)
short version
artiCle 1. definition of a child. A child is recognized as a person under 18, unless national laws recognize
the age of majority earlier.
artiCle 2. non-discrimination. All rights apply to all children without exception. it is the state’s obligation
to protect children from any form of discrimination and to take positive action to promote their rights.
artiCle 3.Best interests of the child. All actions concerning the child shall take full account of his or her
best interests.the state shall provide the child with adequate care when parents, or others
charged with that responsibility, fail to do so.
artiCle 4. implementation of rights. the state must do all it can to implement the rights contained in the
convention.
artiCle 5. parental guidance and the child’s evolving capacities. the state must respect the rights and
responsibilities of parents and the extended family to provide guidance for which is appropriate to his or her
evolving capacities.
artiCle 6. survival and development. every child has the inherent right to life, and the state has an obligation to ensure the child’s survival and development.
artiCle 7. name and nationality. the child has the right to a name at birth.the child also has the right to
acquire a nationality and, as far as possible, to know his or her parents and be cared for by them.
artiCle 8. preservation of identity. the state has an obligation to protect, and if necessary, re-establish
basic aspects of the child’s identity.this includes name, nationality and family ties.
artiCle 9. separation from parents. the child has a right to live with his or her parents unless this is
deemed to be incompatible with the child’s best interests.the child also has the right to maintain contact
with both parents if separated from one or both.
artiCle 10. family reunification. children and their parents have the right to leave any country and to enter
their own for purposes of reunion or the maintenance of the child-parent relationship.
artiCle 11. illicit transfer and non-return. the state has an obligation to prevent and remedy the kidnapping or retention of children abroad by a parent or third party.
artiCle 12. the child’s opinion. the child has the right to express his or her opinion freely and to have that
opinion taken into account in any matter or procedure affecting the child.
artiCle 13. freedom of expression. the child has the right to express his or her views, obtain information,
make ideas or information known, regardless of frontiers.
artiCle 14. freedom of thought, conscience and religion. the state shall respect the child’s right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion, subject to appropriate parental guidance.
artiCle 15. freedom of association. children have a right to meet with others, and to join or form associations.
artiCle 16. protection of privacy. children have the right to protection from interference with privacy, family, home and correspondence, and from libel or slander.
artiCle 17. Access to appropriate information. the state shall ensure the accessibility to children of
information and material from a diversity of sources, and it shall encourage the mass media to disseminate
information which is of social and cultural benefit to the child, and take steps to protect him or her from
harmful materials.
artiCle 18. parental responsibilities. parents have joint primary responsibility for raising the child, and the
state shall support them in this.the state shall provide appropriate assistance to parents in child-raising.
artiCle 19. protection from abuse and neglect. the state shall protect the child from all forms of maltreatment by parents or others responsible for the care of the child and establish appropriate programmes for
the prevention of abuse and the treatment of victims.
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artiCle 20. protection of a child without family. the state is obliged to provide special protection for a
child deprived of the family environment and to ensure that appropriate alternative family care or institutional placement is available in such cases. efforts to meet this obligation shall pay due regard to the child’s
cultural background.
artiCle 21. Adoption. in countries where adoption is recognized and/or allowed, it shall only be carried out
in the best interests of the child, and only with the authorization of competent authorities, and safeguards
for the child.
artiCle 22. refugee children. special protection shall be granted to a refugee child or to a child seeking
refugee status. it is the state’s obligation to co-operate with competent organizations which provide such
protection and assistance.
artiCle 23. disabled children. A disabled child has the right to special care, education and training to help
him or her enjoy a full and decent life in dignity and achieve the greatest degree of self-reliance and social
integration possible.
artiCle 24. health and health services. the child has a right to the highest standard of health and medical
care attainable. states shall place special emphasis on the provision of primary and preventive health care,
public health education and the reduction of infant mortality.they shall encourage international co-operation
in this regard and strive to see that no child is deprived of access to effective health services.
artiCle 25. periodic review of placement. A child who is placed by the state for reasons of care, protection
or treatment is entitled to have that placement evaluated regularly.
artiCle 26. social security. the child has the right to benefit from social security including social insurance.
artiCle 27. standard of living. every child has the right to a standard of living adequate for the child’s physical, mental, spiritual, moral and social development. parents have the primary responsibility to ensure that
the child has adequate standard of living.the state’s duty is to ensure that this responsibility can be fulfilled,
and is. state responsibility can include material assistance to parents and their children.
artiCle 28. education. the child has a right to education, and the state’s duty is to ensure that primary
education is free and compulsory, to encourage different forms of secondary education accessible to every
child and to make higher education available to all on the basis of capacity. school discipline shall be consistent with the child’s right and dignity.the state shall engage in international co-operation to implement
this right.
artiCle 29. Aims of education. education shall aim at developing the child’s personality, talents and mental
and physical abilities to the fullest extent. education shall prepare the child for an active adult life in a free
society and foster respect for the child’s parents, his or her own cultural identity, language and values, and
for the cultural background and values of others.
artiCle 30. children of minorities or indigenous populations. children of minority communities and indigenous populations have the right to enjoy their own culture and to practise their own religion and language.
artiCle 31. leisure, recreation and cultural activities. the child has the right to leisure, play and participation in cultural and artistic activities.
artiCle 32. child labour. the child has the right to be protected from work that threatens his or her health,
education or development.the state shall set minimum ages for employment and regulate working conditions.
artiCle 33. drug abuse. children have the right to protection from the use of narcotic and psychotropic
drugs, and from being involved in their production or distribution.
artiCle 34. sexual exploitation. the state shall protect children from sexual exploitation and abuse,including
prostitution and involvement in pornography.
artiCle 35. sale, trafficking and abduction. it is the state’s obligation to make every effort to prevent the
sale, trafficking and abduction of children.
artiCle 36. other forms of exploitation. the child has the right to protection from all forms of exploitation
to any aspects of the child’s welfare not covered in articles 32, 33, 34 and 35.
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artiCle 37. torture and deprivation of liberty. no child shall be subjected to torture, cruel treatment or
punishment, unlawful arrest or deprivation of liberty. Both capital punishment and life imprisonment without
the possibility of release are prohibited for offences committed by persons below 18 years. Any child deprived of liberty shall be separated from adults unless it is considered in the child’s best interests not to do so.A
child who is detained shall have legal and other assistance as well as contact with the family.
artiCle 38. Armed conflicts. states parties shall take all feasible measures to ensure that children below
15 years of age have no direct part in hostilities. no child below 15 shall be recruited into the
armed forces. states shall also ensure the protection and care of children who are affected by armed conflict
as described in relevant international law.
artiCle 39. rehabilitative care. the state has an obligation to ensure that child victims of armed conflicts,
torture, neglect, maltreatment or exploitation receive appropriate treatment for their recovery and social
re-integration.
artiCle 40. Administration of juvenile justice. A child in conflict with the law has the right to treatment
which promotes the child’s sense of dignity and worth, takes the child’s age into account and aims at his or
her re-integration into society.the child is entitled to basic guarantees as well as legal or other assistance
for his or her defence. Judicial proceedings and institutional placements shall be avoided wherever possible.
artiCle 41. respect for existing standards. wherever standards set in applicable national and international
law relevant to the rights of the child are higher than those in this convention, the higher standard shall
always apply.
artiCle 42-54. implementation and entry into force. the provisions of articles 42-54 notably foresee;
the state’s obligation to make the rights contained in this convention widely known to both adults and
children.
the setting up of a committee on the rights of the child composed of ten experts, which will consider
reports that states parties to the convention are to submit two years after ratification and every five
years thereafter.the convention enters into force - and the committee would therefore be set up - once
20 countries have ratified it.
states parties are to make their reports widely available to the general public.
the committee may propose that special studies be undertaken on specific issues relating to the rights of
the child, and may make its evaluations known to each state party concerned as well as to the un general
Assembly.
in order to “foster the effective implementation of the convention and to encourage international
co-operation”, the specialized agencies of the un (such as ilo,who and unesco) and unicef
would be able to attend the meetings of the committee.together with any other body recognized as
“competent”, including ngos in consultative status with the un and un organs such as unhcr, they can
submit pertinent information to the committee and be asked to advise on the optimal implementation of
the convention.
a reservation incompatible with the object and purpose of the present convention shall not be permitted.

source: papuzza, elisabetta: education and new Media. rights and responsibilities leading to a digital
citizenship. educational resources, a teachers’ guide. save the children italy, co-financed by the european
commission.
you can find the complete text of the CrC for example here:
http://www2.ohchr.org/english/law/crc.htm
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d) 12 adviCe For every day 30

Believe in your power, you’re ABle to Achieve soMething
learn how to say no
MAke A good And kind AtMosphere, MAke nice things together,
give feedBAck, positive coMMunicAtion
do it in a funny way! keep it on a personal level!
don’t work on weekends And put up sMAll goAls
don’t be afraid to try out something new
MAke An Action plAn, proJect ideAs, A cleAr plAn for volunteers
stay open minded!
set priorities, stAy reAlistic, Build working groups
MAke friends And set As well your own goAls
AlwAys Bring food to A Meeting
someone has to take care about boring things like:
economy, computer staff., writing summaries

30

this advices were collected in the meeting in vienna (2009) were experienced participants of youth groups of 6 countries were present.
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e) partiCipating & supporting organisations & youth groups
here you find a brief description of all participating youth groups and some of the supporting adult organizations
(in alphabetic order). some of these youth groups have a more detailed description on their structures,
history and working field in the Brochure: eicyAc (2008): Booklet on the development and best practices of 10
youth movements within ecpAt groups in western and eastern europe& cis. ecpAt international, Bangkok

austria - Cya (Committee For youth aCtion) eCpat austria
we are a group of young students of different faculties, such as law, tourism management and international
development. we have become involved with the abatement of commercial sexual exploitation of children. our main goals are: prevention and sensibilisation of young people by the means of peer education,
fostering youth participation in the field of csec, supporting the goals of ecpAt, youth protection work
(”self-protection”) and working with young people at risk.
for More inforMAtion: http://www.ecpat.at/index.php?id=45
eiCyaC - eCpat international Child and youth advisory Committee
ecpAt international child and youth Advisory committee, which is an international advisory committee of
elected young persons of different regional ecpAt groups. eicyAc’s aim is to involve children and young
persons in the campaign against commercial sexual exploitation of children.
for More inforMAtion: http://www.eicyac.org
germany – eCpat germany
ecpAt germany is a strong network against the commercial sexual exploitation of children. 29 organizations, including counseling and service providers, formed ecpAt germany. we work actively for children
to grow up unharmed and unexploited in our society. As a specialized organization, we engage especially
to improve the efficiency of prosecution of offenders, for the prevention and protection of child trafficking,
sexual abuse in online situations and in tourism. child and youth participation is guaranteed through the
inclusion of a youth representative in its board and the active participation of young people within the ecpAt
germanys member organizations.
one participant from germany, who is at the moment (2010) also representative for western europe within
the eicyAc (ecpAt international child and youth Advisory committee) network, participated at the meeting.
for More inforMAtion: www.ecpat.de
the netherlands - eCpat netherlands
ecpAt nl is raising awareness on commercial sexual exploitation of children in the dutch society. ecpAt
nl is also lobbying for adequate and effective law enforcement, prevention and healthcare programmes regarding the prevention of sexual exploitation of children at governmental and societal level. Also the private
sector, like internet service providers and the tourism industry are addressed to take responsibility to protect
children from sexual exploitation. ecpAt nl has played an important role in the development, implementation and monitoring of the dutch national Action plan sexual Abuse of children.
for More inforMAtion: www.ecpat.nl
norway: press – save the Children
press – save the children youth norway is an organisation promoting child rights. we base our work on the
un convention on the rights of the child, and work with issues regarding child rights both in norway and on
an international level. we are an organisation for children and youth between 13 and 25, and are an political
and religious independent organisation. throughout the years we have worked with subjects from asylum
seeking children rights to world trade, and how that affects child rights.
for More inforMAtion: www.press.no
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russia - youth movement oF the russian allianCe against CseC
the youth movement of the russian Alliance against csec was created in 2004 and initially was represented
by young employees of the Alliance member organizations. the young people working in these organizations
have participated in different “adult” projects aimed at counteraction to commercial sexual exploitation of
children and thus contributing to the solving of the problem of commercial sexual exploitation of children in
the russian federation. in 2009 the youth movement was expanded and welcomed more than a hundred
young people studying in primary and secondary schools which now also participate in the battle against
commercial sexual exploitation and implement their own activities in the field. the youth movement of the
russian Alliance against csec is aimed at prevention of all forms of commercial sexual exploitation of
children, raising public awareness on the problem and assistance in the rehabilitation of children-victims
of sexual exploitation. Moreover the members of the movement participate in such activities of the russian
Alliance against csec as conducting research on the situation with csec in the russian federation and
cooperation with governmental structures in counteraction to the problem of csec.»
for More inforMAtion: www.ngostellit.ru
sweden - youth group eCpat sweden
ecpAt sweden youth group is a formation of 7 young people who work voluntarily specifically with youth
education on csec. since the group re-started in August 2008 they have been giving lectures on csec in
swedish schools, and recently finished a national project together with 7 other child right organisations to
raise awareness for and celebrate the 20 years of the convention of the childs rights.
for More inforMAtion: http://www.ecpat.se/pages.asp?r_id=39379

F) list oF Care and support institutions
working with the topic of violation of the rights of children you are well advised to have some information
on national and international supporting organisations as hotlines, centres for crisis intervention and victims
support.
these Are soMe exAMples froM AustriA:
national institutions in austria:
kindernotruF 0800 567 567 – www.kindernotruf.at
free and round-the-clock telephone support for children in Austria. it also provides care and company to
public authorities or proceedings.
drehsCheiBe
wasnergasse 33, A-1200 wien
tel.: 01/ 33134/20396
this special establishment of the city of vienna shelters trafficked children when they are caught by
the police.
meldestelle kinderpronographie
Josef holaubek platz 1, A-1090 wien;
telefAx: +43-(0)1-31345-85190
e-MAil: meldestelle@interpol.at
if you find some homepage with childpornographic content, you should mail, e-mail or fax it (if you want
anonymously) to this establishment of the federal criminal police office.
rat auF draht 147
http://rataufdraht.orf.at
free telephone hotline for children, Austria
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international institutions in austria

iom

uniCeF

internAtionAle orgAnisAtion für MigrAtion

AustriAn coMMittee
AnwAltschAft/AdvocAsy

(special liaison Mission to Austria, the osce and
international organizations and technical
cooperation centre for europe and central Asia)

nibelungengasse 13/4
1010 vienna
tel: +43 1 585 33 22
fax: +43 1 585 33 22-30
e-Mail: iom-vienna@iom.int
internet: www.iomvienna.at

Martha Miklin
hietzinger hauptstraße 55
1130 vienna
tel.: 01/8792191
fax: 01/87921919
Mobil: 0699/11009965
e-mail: miklin@unicef.at
internet: http://www.unicef.at/

iCmpd

uniFem, AustriAn coMMittee

internAtionAl centre for
MigrAtion policy developMent

united nAtions developMent fund for woMen

gonzagagasse 1, 5th floor
1010-vienna
tel: +43/1/504-46-77-0
fax: +43/1/504-46-77-75
e-Mail: icmpd@icmpd.org
internet: www.icmpd.org

Brigitte Brenner, vorsitzende
säulengasse 5/21 A-1090
vienna tel: 01/310 96 96
e-mail: unifem.austria@aon.at
internet: http://www.unifem.at/
focus on trafficking of women in Bratislava

osze

unodC

orgAnisAtion für die sicherheit und
zusAMMenArBeit in europA

united nAtions office on drugs And criMe

Anelise goMes de ArAuJo
Adviser, office of the special representative and
co-ordinator for combating trafficking
in human Beings, osce secretariat

kärntner ring 5-7, 7th floor
1010, vienna
tel.: +43-1 514 36 6258
fax: +43-1 514 36 6299
e-mail: Anelise.gomesAraujo@osce.org
internet: www.osce.org

vienna international centre
wagramer strasse 5
A 1400 vienna
internet: www.unodc.org
postAdresse:
vienna international centre
po Box 500 A 1400 vienna
tel: + (43) (1) 26060
fax: + (43) (1) 263-3389

eCpat international
eCpat international
BAngkok

telefon: +662 215 3388
e-mail: info@ecpat.at
internet: www.ecpat.net
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g) internet resourCes
AustriAn nAt. coAlition on children`s rights
cedAw coMMittee
(gender; country reports and ngo shadow reports)

child rights inforMAtion network
child pornogrAphy hotline
AustriAn federAl Ministry of interior
child trAfficking in the eu

challenges, perspectives and good practices

dAphne proJect

(toolkit on trafficking)

dAre to Be AwAre

Activities and Methods for working with young people
on the topic of commercial sexual exploitation of children

ecpAt

international information on world congress iii on
commercial sexual exploitation of children

gendernet

(good pages, tools for gender mainstreaming and
how to teach gender):

inforMAtion on cAre+
service providers for trAfficking
in huMAn Beings (Austria/germany)
internAtionAl orgAnizAtion for MigrAtion
internAtionAl AssociAtion
of internet hotlines
Microsoft AustriA`s initiAtive
polis

the Austrian centre for citizenship education in schools

sAferinternet.At initiAtive
stop-it,

www.kinderhabenrechte.at
www.un.org/womenwatch/daw
/cedaw/committee.htm
www.crin.org
www.bmi.gv.at/meldestellen
http://fra.europa.eu/frawebsite/
products/publications_reports/
pub_child_trafficking09_en.htm
http://www.univie.ac.at/bim/php/bim/
index_eng.php?level=10&id=339
www.ecpat.at/materialien.html

www.ecpat.net/world_Congress/en/ index.html

www.konsnet.dk/default.aspx?id=17223

www.westinfo.at/beratung.htm

http://www.iomvienna.at/index.php
http://www.inhope.org
www.sicheriminternet.at
http://www.politik-lernen.at
www.saferinternet.at
www.stop-it.org

since 2002 a save the children italy project, dedicated to
the fight against sexual exploitation and
abuse of children on and via the internet

telephone hotline for children in AustriA
reports froM the different
countries in the eu

http://rataufdraht.orf.at
http://fra.europa.eu/frawebsite/research/
background_cr/cr_child_traff_0709_en.htm

respect

www.respect.at

stAtistics on child pornogrAphy in AustriA

www.stopline.at

institute for integrative tourism and development

theAter der unterdrückten (tdu) wien:

www.tdu-wien.at
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h) sourCes and Further inFormation
“Child grooming,” [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/child_grooming]
wikipedia the free encyclopedia
Child rights [http://www.crin.org]
inFormation network
CostaChi J.,Catana t., (2003): trafficking in children for sexual exploitation in the republic of
Chirita o., Moldova- Joint east west research project on trafficking in children for sexual
purposes in europe : the sending countries, ecpAt europe law enforcement
group, chishinau.
Compilation oF diFFerent [http://www.easy4.it/dmdocuments/activity_forms.pdf]
aCtivities For youth-work
tdu wien [http://www.tdu-wien.at]
daphne proJeCt (2007) human rights and trafficking in women and young people.
An educational toolkit for teachers and students. Methodological guide.
Author: dina nachbaur.
eCpat austria child sextourism Manual- info-package „kommerzielle sexuelle
Ausbeutung von kindern im tourismus –
verhaltenskodex zum schutz der kinder“, respect (hg.).
eCpat europe law enforcement group programme against trafficking in children for
sexual purposes in europe in cooperation with ecpAt international (2006):
combating the trafficking in children for sexual purposes: A training guide.
eCpat international. what is commercial sexual exploitation of children? definitions for young
people.
[http://www.ecpat.net/ei/publications/cyp/child_friendly_def_eng.pdf]
eiCyaC (2008): Booklet on the development and best practices of 10 youth
movements within ecpAt groups in western and eastern europe& cis.
ecpAt international, Bangkok.
Fountain, susan 1993. it‘s only right: a practical guide to learning about the convention
on the rights of the child. prepared for unicef‘s education for development section. unicef, new york.
[http://www.unicef.org/teachers/protection/only_right.htm]
Fountain, susan (1996): «It‘s Only Right! A Practical Guide to Learning About the Convention on
the Rights of the Child.» (wir haben rechte ... und nehmen sie auch
wahr! kinderrechte kennenlernen und verwirklichen).
g8 experienCe in the implementation of extraterritorial Jurisdiction for sex crimes
Against children (04/18/2007):
[http://www.bmj.bund.de/files/-/2319/extraterritorial%20Jurisdiction.pdf]
kreissl, marion (2008): child and youth participation (cyp) in the trafficking iv project
/petroviC, miliCa 2007- 2008. project youth report, vienna/Belgrade.
leFevre, dale: das kleine Buch der neuen spiele. verlag an der ruhr.
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newman, g., ed. (2000): global report on crime and Justice. un publication, vladivostok.
papuzza, elisaBetta: education and new Media. rights and responsibilities leading to a digital
citizenship. educational resources, a teachers’ guide.
save the children italy, co-financed by the european commission.
[http://www.easy4.it/dmdocuments/easy_handbook.pdf]
polis the Austrian centre for citizenship education in schools:
[http://www.politik-lernen.at/content/site/praxisboerse/index.html]
report: european train-the-trainers seminar, vienna 07/2009.
respeCt (hg.): info-package „kommerzielle sexuelle Ausbeutung von kindern im tourismus
– verhaltenskodex zum schutz der kinder“.
respeCt/eCpat: report «european train-the-trainers (tot) seminar: the protection of
children from sexual exploitation in travel and tourism –best practice,
challenges and discussion of new tools, 09/10/11 July 2009
salto youth, resource centre, find a training tool:
[http://www.salto-youth.net/find-a-tool/]
sChauer, Cathrin (2003): kinder auf dem strich - Bericht von der deutsch-tschechischen grenze.
hg: unicef deutschland, ecpAt deutschland, horlemann-verlag, Bad honnef.
stoCkholm deClaration erster weltkongress gegen csec, stockholm, 1996.
and agenda For aCtion
t-kits are thematic publications written by experienced youth trainers:
[http://www.youth-partnership.net/youth-partnership/publications/t-kits/t_kits]
tener/ring (2006): Auf dem strich. Mädchenprostitution in wien.
(on the streets. girls prostitution in vienna.) Milena, vienna.
trainingsmanual “schutz der kinder vor sexueller Ausbeutung im tourismus”
zum verhaltenskodex ecpAt deutschland e.v., 2007 e.v. freiburg.
united nations oFFiCe (2006) trafficking in persons: global patterns
on drugs and Crime
un Convention on (1989): [http://www2.ohchr.org/english/law/crc.htm]
the rights oF the Child
uniCeF inter- eliminating violence against children, handbook for parlamiantarians.
parliamentary union
youth peer (2005): youth peer education toolkit. training of trainers Manual.
eduCation network united nations population fund. usA
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